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/ARTICLE I - PREAMBLE
This agreement is made and entered into by and between the Board of 
Education of Prince George’s County, Maryland, and the Association 
of Classified Employees, American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, Local 2250, Incorporated. Provisions 
of this agreement unless otherwise specified shall become effective 
July 1, 1990, and shall continue in full force and effect until June 30, 
1994. It is understood that during FY 1993 negotiations will be 
reopened for the limited purpose of negotiating salary increases for FY 
1994.
The Board of Education of Prince George’s County is hereinafter 
referred to as the” Board,” and the Association of Classified Employees 
is hereinafter referred to as the “ Union.”
The term “ employees,” when used in this agreement, shall hereinafter 
refer to all employees of the Board who are contained within the 
negotiating unit represented by the Union, in accordance with Education 
Article, Annotated Code, Section 6-501 et. seq.
Nothing in this agreement shall be interpreted as diminishing in any 
way rights or benefits previously enjoyed by employees covered by this 
agreement unless expressly stated herein.
In conjunction with each and all of the hereinafter stated provisions, the 
Union recognizes that the Board, in accordance with existing laws, 
must adopt before implementation of same the educational policies of 
the County and must approve or establish rules, regulations, guidelines 
and bylaws in accordance therewith, and nothing hereafter mentioned 
or agreed to shall be so construed as to substitute the legal obligations 
vested in the Board in accordance with law.
If any provision of this agreement or any application of this agreement 
to any employee or group of employees is held to be contrary to law or 
State Board bylaw, then such provision of application will not be 
deemed valid and subsisting, except to the extent permitted by law, but 
all other provisions or applications will continue in full force and 
effect. Nothing in this agreement is intended to deny or abrogate any 
of the powers or responsibilities of the Board and the Superintendent 
that have been assigned to them by any Maryland law or regulation of 
the State Board of Education.
ARTICLE II - RECOGNITION
The Board recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive bargaining 
agent for employees included in the established bargaining unit for 
purposes of representing such employees in the negotiation of salaries, 
wages, hours and working conditions.
SECTION 1 - Composition of Unit
Members of the unit shall comprise all classified employees of Prince 
George’s County Public Schools with the exceptions of the following:
1. Plant Operation employees.
2. All supervisory personnel in the Maintenance Department at grade 
21 or higher.
3. All supervisory personnel in Transportation at grade 2 1 or higher.
4. All Central Office supervisory personnel at grade 22 or higher.
5. Temporary employees.
6. Those employees in administrative or clerical positions who by the 
nature of their jobs have access to or assist in the preparation of 
information relating to negotiations with employee organizations.
7. Those employees employed pursuant to a non-renewable Federal 
or State grant, the purpose of which grant is for the conduct of a 
non-renewable project.
8. Those employees in administrative or clerical positions whose 
employment is for a specific term of years not exceeding that of the 
duration of the then existing term of the Superintendent of Schools or 
any Board of Education members to whose direct supervisory control 
they are responsible.
Subject to the provisions of Education Article, Annotated Code, 
Section 6-501 et. seq., the Board agrees that the Union shall be the 
exclusive representative of the classified employees in the unit described
above. The Union recognizes that the Board is the legally responsible 
agency charged with the operation of the public school system in Prince 
George’s County.
SECTION 2 - Agency Shop
All employees employed on and after July 1,1975, who are eligible for 
Union membership and who do not elect to join as members, shall have 
deducted from their payroll checks a “ representation fee”  as estab­
lished by the Union in an amount not to exceed membership dues 
established locally for its members.
An employee who was a member of the Union as of May 8, 1975, but 
who subsequently discontinues their Union membership, shall be 
subject to the payment of a representation fee as defined above.
Employees employed as of May 8, 1975, and not members of ACE- 
AFSCME Local 2250, will not ever be required to pay agency shop 
fees, with the understanding that in the eventuality such employee 
elects to become a member of the Union subsequent to May 8th, they 
would thereby subject themselves to the payment of either Union dues 
or a representation fee in the eventuality they would subsequently 
discontinue their Union membership and with the further under­
standing that, if such employees discontinue their employment and 
subsequently return as an employee of the Board, they would be subject 
to the payment of either Union dues or a representation fee.
Provisions of prior legislation separating confidential, supervisory and 
managerial employees shall apply to the effect that those employees 
who are either confidential, supervisory or managerial, shall not be 
made subject to the payment of any agency shop fees, as such 
employees are presently excluded from the unit represented by the 
Union pursuant to the recognition clause incorporated in this Agreement.
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ARTICLE III - PROHIBITIVE DISCRIMINATION
SECTION 1 - Board
There shall be no discrimination exercised on account of age, race, sex, 
national origin, color, religion, political affiliation, membership in an 
employee organization, or due to a member exercising their rights 
under Article VIII of this agreement, or non-membership in an employee 
organization with respect to recruiting and examination of applicants, 
the hiring of personnel, or in any personnel actions affecting employees 
of the Prince George’s County Public Schools, including training,
promotion, and disciplinary actions. Personnel actions shall be based 
on merit and fitness. In connection with promotions or reductions in 
staff, when all other factors being considered are determined to be 
equal, seniority shall be the determining factor.
SECTION 2 - Union
The Union agrees to represent fully without discrimination, all classified 
employees in the negotiating unit.
ARTICLE IV - ATTENDANCE AND LEAVE BENEFITS
SECTION 1 - Hours of Work
Hours of work for permanent personnel shall be that as established in 
the agreed-to-salary schedules.
When schools are closed for an emergency, ten and eleven-month 
school-based supporting personnel will be permitted to leave the 
building after student dismissal and essential responsibilities have 
been completed. When an individual school is closed for an emer­
gency, employees will remain on duty unless the decision is made that 
the entire building is uninhabitable.
SECTION 2 Work Schedule
Work schedules showing the shifts, days and hours for each department 
shall be posted in each school or office to which employees are 
assigned as their base.
SECTION 3 Holidays
Holidays will be observed as set forth in the school calendar. Other days 
may be granted as holidays when so declared at the discretion of the 
Superintendent of Schools.
When a holiday falls on a regularly assigned day off for a full time 
employee who does not work on a Monday through Friday schedule, 
such employee will be compensated by appropriate time off during the 
same pay period. When this is not feasible, such time will be added to 
his annual leave.
Should an employee be required to work on a day a holiday is observed, 
he will receive his normal pay plus compensatory time or pay at one and 
one-half times his regular rate for each hour worked.
Holidays to which an individual is entitled which occur during annual 
or sick leave shall not be charged against such leave.
When a holiday occurs on a day when schools are open, employees in 
a sufficient number to provide necessary services shall be kept on duty. 
These employees shall be granted a compensatory day off during the 
same pay period. When it is not feasible to grant the compensatory day 
off during the same pay period as the holiday worked, such time will 
be added to annual leave.
Should an employee be assigned duties on an observed holiday but fail 
to report without an acceptable reason, he shall forfeit his holiday pay.
To be entitled to receive pay for a holiday, employees must work or be 
on authorized paid leave on the workday immediately preceding and on 
the workday immediately following the holiday.
Part-time employees regularly assigned duties on less than five days
per week shall be eligible for only those holidays which fall on one of 
their regularly scheduled work days.
Ten month and eleven month classified employees are employed for a 
specific number of days and do not receive compensation for holidays.
SECTION 4 Annual Leave
Classified employees of the Prince George’s County Public Schools 
are provided annual leave in accordance with the following regulations:
Each full-time twelve (12) month classified employee of the Prince 
George’s County Public Schools shall be entitled to annual leave,
calculated as follows:
During the first three years service....................................  13 days
Over three years, less than 15 years ..................................20 days
Fifteen years service and o v er.............................................25 days
A twelve-month employee’s paycheck stub will include the employee’s 
annual leave entitlement for the balance of the fiscal year.
Annual leave is earned on the basis of completed months of service in 
each fiscal year.
Subsequent to June 30, 1990, the practice of prorating service as a full 
time ten or eleven month employee to determine the amount of annual 
leave entitlement will be discontinued. Full time ten or eleven month 
employees who were assigned to a twelve month position prior to July 
1, 1990, and were given service credit on a prorated basis may apply 
for any additional service credit by submitting a written request to the 
Personnel Department. The effective date of any change in annual 
leave entitlement will be the later of July 1, 1990, or the date the 
increase in service credit would result in the employee qualifying for 
a greater annual leave entitlement or the date the request is received by 
the Personnel Department, except that request received by October 1, 
1990, will be treated as if received on July 1, 1990.
Regular twelve (12) month part-time employees working a minimum 
of 20 hours per week are authorized 4 work days (scheduled work hours 
per week divided by 5) of annual leave per year. Such leave is to be 
earned on a quarterly basis and to be taken only as earned.
Temporary employees do not earn annual leave.
A request for annual leave shall be submitted to the employee’s 
immediate supervisor on forms designated for the purpose. Leave may 
be taken only after approval by the appropriate supervisor. Leave may 
be used only as earned, except that advance leave may be granted an 
employee who has completed his probationary period up to a maximum 
of ten days at the discretion of his leave granting authority. Advance
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leave in excess of ten (10) days may be granted when necessary due to 
seasonal fluctuations in the workload of a department. Annual leave 
shall be taken in advance in accordance with sick leave bank rule “ i” . 
Annual leave is earned but may not be taken during the probationary 
period. If two or more employees request annual leave at least one 
month in advance for the same day or days but the workload requirement 
will not permit the granting of leave to all employees submitting a 
request, leave will be granted to the extent possible on a seniority basis.
At the end of a fiscal year, annual leave up to the amount an individual 
earns in one year may only be carried over from that fiscal year to the 
next. Unused leave in excess of that which an individual can carry over 
may be converted to sick leave up to a maximum of ten (10) days 
provided that it was accumulated for reasons beyond the employee’s 
control and it was not convenient to grant the employee the use of such 
annual leave. The ten day limitation shall not apply if the excess 
accumulation above ten days was accumulated as a result of the leave 
granting authority denying the employee’s request for annual leave.
Holidays to which an individual is entitled which occur during annual 
leave shall not be charged against such leave.
The following leave policy shall govern the months in which an 
employee is appointed or separated: One day shall be granted if the 
employee is on the payroll for more than twenty (20) calendar days and 
one-half day shall be granted if he is on the payroll from ten (10) to 
twenty (20) days inclusive. No leave shall be granted for less that ten
(10) days service in a month. An employee who is on leave without pay 
for more than ten (10) days in any calendar month shall not earn annual 
leave for that month.
At the termination of employment, unused leave shall be paid in full to 
the terminating employee but not to exceed the annual leave he is 
eligible to earn in the fiscal year in which he terminated, except that:
1. An employee who fails to report to work for three consecutive work 
days without authorized leave shall be separated from the payroll and 
reported as “ quit.”  An employee who quits is not eligible for re­
employment and shall be paid only for unused annual leave in excess 
of fourteen days. Exceptions to this provision may be made by the 
Associate Superintendent for Personnel.
2. The employee has not satisfactorily completed his probationary 
period.
An employee shall not accrue annual leave while on any form of leave 
without pay.
SECTION 5 - Sick Leave
Sick leave, with pay, shall be provided for classified employees of the 
Prince George’s County Public Schools as hereafter stated:
An employee whose employment began prior to July 1, 1987, and 
whose regular work year is ten (10) months shall be entitled to fifteen 
(15) days of sick leave for proved personal illness each year without 
loss of pay, the entitlement to which sick leave shall accrue on the basis 
of one and one-half (1 Vi) days per month, at the conclusion of each 
month, of work.
An employee whose employment began prior to July 1, 1987, and 
whose regular work year is more than ten (10) months in any regular 
work year, shall be entitled to one (1) additional day, per month, of sick 
leave for each month worked, per schedule, in excess of ten (10) 
months during such work year.
An employee whose employment began on or after July 1, 1987, and 
whose regular work year is ten (10) months shall be entitled to ten (10) 
days of sick leave for proved personal illness each year without loss of 
pay, the entitlement to which sick leave shall accrue on the basis of one
day per month, at the conclusion of each month, of work. After eleven
(11) years of employment, an employee will be entitled to one (1) 
additional day which shall accrue at the end of the fifth month. After 
twelve (12) years of employment, an employee will be entitled to two 
(2) additional days which shall accrue at the end of the fourth and eighth 
months respectively. After thirteen (13) years of employment, an 
employee will be entitled to three (3) additional days which shall 
accrue at the end of the third, sixth and ninth months respectively. After 
fourteen (14) years of employment, an employee will be entitled to four 
(4) additional days which shall accrue at the end of the second, fourth, 
sixth, and eighth months respectively. After fifteen (15) years of 
employment, an employee would be entitled to five (5) additional days 
which shall accrue on the basis of one and one-half (194) days per month 
at the conclusion of each month of work.
In addition to the above, an employee whose employment began on or 
after July 1, 1987, and whose regular work year is more than ten (10) 
months in any regular work year, shall be entitled to one (1) additional 
day, per month, of sick leave for each month worked, per schedule, in 
excess of ten (10) months during such work year.
For purposes of this section, the term “ work year’ ’ and the term ‘ ‘fiscal 
year’ ’ shall be construed to be synonymous.
Sick leave may be taken in advance of actual accrual thereof as follows:
a. Ten (10) days shall be available at the beginning of the school year 
for ten month employees, eleven (11) days for eleven month employees 
and twelve (12) days will be available as of July 1 of each year for 
twelve month employees.
b. The remaining five (5) days for employees entitled to same shall 
be available in one (1) month entitlements, at the beginning of the 
month to be accrued.
c. Upon the employee’s severance, voluntary or involuntary, any 
such advanced sick leave not properly accrued as of the date of 
severance, shall be reimbursed by said employee to the Board of 
Education upon demand.
d. No probationary employee shall have any entitlement to paid sick 
leave advanced as heretofore set forth.
Sick leave may be taken in hourly increments. Such use of sick leave 
in hourly increments shall be permitted when an employee becomes ill 
during the work day. Authorization may be granted for use of sick leave 
in hourly increments for necessary medical appointments. Such 
authorization for hourly increments will be based upon practical 
considerations including, but not limited to, the availability of a 
substitute.
Sick leave shall be allowed in case of actual sickness or disability of the 
employee, necessary appointments with a physician or dentist, or 
confinement to home because of quarantine and for temporary disabilities 
related to pregnancy.(Pregnancy itself is not considered a sickness 
warranting the granting of sick leave with pay. It is only disability 
resulting from the pregnancy for which sick leave may be allowed).
Sick leave may also be authorized for the time necessary to undergo the 
selective services examination.
Sickness in Family: A member of the Unit with one or more years of 
service in Prince George’s County who does not earn annual leave may 
use a maximum of five (5) days annually of his accumulated sick leave 
for serious illness of members of the family residing permanently in the 
household. The employee will certify in writing that such a serious 
illness exists. Exceptions to the residence requirement may be made by 
the Associate Superintendent for Personnel.
Unused sick leave earned and credited to an employee as of July 1,
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1977, plus any and all unused sick leave earned after that date, may be 
accumulated from year to year without limit.
Sick leave will terminate upon expiration of employment and the 
accumulated balance will be recorded in the employee’s permanent 
file. Accumulated annual leave may be used to extend sick leave.
Absence in excess of cumulative sick and annual leave shall be 
deducted on a per diem basis.
Holidays to which an individual is entitled which occur during sick 
leave shall not be charged against such leave.
Regular part-time employees are entitled to sick leave in proportion to 
the time worked. Per diem employees are not entitled to sick leave.
A doctor’s certificate as evidence for the necessity of loss of time may 
be required for absences of three or more consecutive days. A doctor’s 
certificate may also be required for periods of absence of less than three 
days, if in the opinion of the immediate supervisor the employee is 
abusing his sick leave privileges. When it is determined that an 
individual’s request for sick leave is not justified, the value of the 
absent time will be deducted from the employee’s pay or accrued 
annual leave.
The following leave policy shall govern the months in which an 
employee is appointed or separated: One (1) day of sick leave shall be 
granted if employee is on the payroll for more than twenty (20) days; 
one-half (A) day shall be granted if he is on the payroll from ten (10) to 
twenty (20) days inclusive. No leave shall be granted for less than ten 
(10) days in any calendar month. An employee who is on leave without 
pay for more than ten (10) days in any calendar month shall not be 
granted sick leave for that month.
To receive credit for sick leave an employee is expected to notify his 
supervisor prior to commencement of working hours that he will 
not be reporting for work on that day.
A ten (10) month employee who terminated his employment with 
the Prince George’s County Public Schools may have his accumu­
lated sick leave restored if he is re-employed within a fifteen (15) 
month period.
A twelve (12) month employee who terminated his employment 
with the Prince George’s County Public Schools may have his 
accumulated sick leave recredited if he is re-employed within a 
twelve (12) month period.
SECTION 6 - Disposition of Unused Leave Upon Retirement or 
Resignation
Upon retirement or resignation after twelve years of service in Prince 
George’s County, a classified employee shall receive payment for 
three-tenths of his unused sick leave, not to exceed full pay for up to 
a maximum of 60 days for ten-month employees, 66 days for eleven-month 
employees, 72 days for twelve-month employees, or for 25 days of 
accumulated annual leave, whichever is greater. A person retiring on 
disability would be eligible for such payment after five years of service 
in Prince George’s County. An individual would be eligible to receive 
such reimbursement only once during his period of employment in 
Prince George’s County. This payment would be based upon the salary 
of the final year of employment.
SECTION 7 - Employees’ Sick Leave Bank
a. No employee shall be considered eligible for compensation through 
the Sick Leave Bank unless such employee was on duty or authorized 
absence the duty day preceding the commencement of disabling 
illness.
b. All unit members on active duty with the Prince George’s County 
Public Schools are eligible to participate in the Sick Leave Bank. 
Participation is voluntary, but requires contribution to the bank. Only 
contributors will be permitted to use the bank for payment for qualifying 
incapacitating personal illness during regularly scheduled duty days.
c. The Sick Leave Bank will be administered by a three (3) member 
Approval Committee, appointed by the President of ACE/AFSCME 
Local 2250 and this Approval Committee shall have the responsibility 
of receiving requests, verifying the validity of requests, recommending 
approval or denial of the requests, and communicating its decision to 
the member and the Department of Personnel.
d. The rules for the Sick Leave Bank will be established by a four (4) 
member Rules Committee, two (2) members appointed by the President 
of ACE/AFSCME Local 2250 and two (2) members appointed by the 
Superintendent of Schools of Prince George’s County. It shall be the 
purpose of this committee to recommend such rules, in addition to 
those provided for in this Contract, as the Committee considers 
appropriate for the operation of the Sick Leave Bank. These recommended 
rules must be approved by the President of ACE/AFSCME Local 2250 
and the Superintendent of Schools before said rules take effect. Once 
approved, the mles will be widely distributed by the Approval Committee.
e. The contribution on the appropriate form will be authorized by the 
unit member and continued from year to year until cancelled in writing 
by the unit member. Sick leave properly authorized for contribution to 
the bank will not be returned if the unit member effects cancellation. 
Cancellation on the proper form may be effected at any time and the 
unit member shall not be eligible to use the bank as of the effective 
cancellation date.
f. Contributions shall be made between July 1 and October 1, except 
for members returning from extended leave which included the enroll­
ment period and new hires who will be permitted to contribute within 
thirty (30) calendar days of their reassignment and/or start to work. 
Unit members returning from extended sick leave or disability leave 
will be permitted to contribute to the bank only after approval of the 
Approval Committee.
g. The annual rate of contribution for the 1979-80 school year shall 
be one (1) day of sick leave. Annual rate of contribution for future years 
shall be determined by the Rules Committee and announced prior to 
July 1 of each year.
h. The maximum number of duty days that can be granted in any one 
fiscal year will be the remaining number of duty days a unit member 
is scheduled to work. In no case will the granting of leave from the bank 
cause a unit member to receive more than the total wages that would 
have been earned in that fiscal year.
i. Members must use all available sick leave and all accumulated 
annual leave or personal leave entitlements due for the remainder of the 
fiscal year before qualifying for leave from the bank. Applications for 
use of the bank shall be made on the required form and submitted to the 
Approval Committee.
j .  The first ninety (90) consecutive calendar days of incapacitating 
illness or disability occurring during the employee’s work year must be 
covered by the employee’s own available sick leave, annual leave, 
personal leave or leave without pay the first time said employee 
qualifies for a grant from the bank. For subsequent grants from the 
bank, the first thirty (30) calendar days of incapacitating illness or 
disability must be covered by the employee’s own available sick leave, 
annual leave, personal leave or leave without pay.
k. The Department of Personnel will receive and review the decision 
of the Approval Committee from the bank. If the grants from the bank 
are consistent with Prince George’s County Board of Education’s sick
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leave policies and the rules of the Sick Leave Bank, the Department of 
Personnel will approve these bank grants to be paid by the Prince 
George’s County Public Schools to the member and shall forward the 
bank grants to the appropriate Department for payment. In any case 
where the decision of the Department of Personnel does not concur 
with the Approval Committee, the Department of Personnel shall 
explain the full reason for the difference of opinion.
l. Bank grants will not automatically be carried over from one fiscal 
year to another. All bank grants will end as of the last duty day of the 
school year and must be renewed through the Approval Committee 
each school year.
m. If a unit member does not use all of the days granted from the bank, 
the unused sick leave bank days will be returned to the bank.
n. If the Sick Leave Bank is terminated due to the non-existence of a 
negotiated contract with ACE-AFSCME Local 2250, or for any other 
reason, the days remaining in the Sick Leave Bank shall be returned to 
the then current members of said bank proportionally.
SECTION 8 - Leave for Military Service, Peace Corps, or Domestic 
Peace Corps
A permanent classified employee who is a member of the National 
Guard or a Reserve Component of the Armed Forces of the United 
States shall be allowed military leave with pay, less the amount paid for 
such duty, not to exceed fifteen (15) days per calendar or fiscal year for 
active duty for training. Leave granted, whenever possible and unless 
otherwise authorized, will be at the convenience of the employee’s 
immediate supervisor. Short time emergency call-up leave shall be 
granted not to exceed ten (10) working days per calendar year. 
Employees subject to emergency call-up shall receive full pay less the 
amount paid for such duty, but must furnish a written statement 
showing dates and amount paid for such duty.
Where the person involved has the option of when to take training and 
unless it will jeopardize his reserve standing, he will take the fifteen 
(15) days at such time that it will not interfere with the performance of 
duties. Exception to the above will require a letter from his immediate 
military commanding officer and approval by the Associate Superin­
tendent for Personnel.
Any employee who is inducted or enlists in any branch of the Armed 
Forces of the United States shall, upon request, be granted military 
leave without pay. Upon return from such leave, the employee shall be 
placed on the same salary scale at the level the employee would have 
achieved had he remained in the system during the period of absence 
up to a maximum of three years provided:
1. that he requests restoration within ninety (90) days of receipt of his 
honorable discharge;
2. that he is physically and mentally capable of performing the work 
required;
3. that his former position or one of a similar class is available. In the 
event neither the former position nor one of a similar class is available, 
the employee will be assigned to a position which the Associate 
Superintendent for Personnel determines he is qualified to fill. The 
employee’s salary will be based on the grade of the position to which 
assigned, with consideration being given to his previous experience 
with the Prince George’s County Public Schools and his time in 
service.
Any employee who voluntarily negotiates a contract for service with 
the Peace Corps or Domestic Peace Corps is subject to the same 
benefits and provisions allowed to employees granted military leave.
SECTION 9 - Civil Leave
An employee shall be given time off without loss of pay when (1) 
performing jury duty, or (2) when performing brief periods of emer­
gency civilian duty in connection with national defense. Employees 
whose scheduled duty day exceeds four hours on a primary or general 
election day will be given time off to vote.
When an employee is drawn for jury duty, he shall receive full pay 
provided a written statement is furnished showing time served and 
expenses received from the court.
SECTION 10 - Court Appearance
A permanent or probationary classified employee shall be entitled to 
paid leave on any regularly scheduled duty day if subpoenaed as a 
witness in a court proceeding where the subpoenaed employee is 
expected to testify on a matter pertaining to his duties or responsi­
bilities as an employee of the Board. If an employee is so subpoenaed 
as a witness for up to two (2) days on a day or days when the employee 
is not regularly scheduled to work, the employee will be entitled to 
receive his regular salary for such number of hours, not exceeding eight 
(8) in any one day, that he was required to be in actual attendance at the 
place where he was to testify.
If a classified employee appears as a witness for the Prince George’s 
County Public Schools with or without a subpoena, no deduction shall 
be made from salary.
Any witness fees received for a court appearance must be endorsed 
over to the Prince George’s County Public Schools and forwarded to 
the payroll office.
SECTION 11 - Leave of Absence Without Pay
Leaves of absence without pay for a period of not more than one year 
may be authorized to permanent classified employees as prescribed in 
this Article IV or for prolonged illness, needed rest, necessity in the 
home, improvement of skills pertaining to the particular classification 
of the employee, public office or political campaign, or any other 
activity which in the opinion of the Superintendent of Schools will 
benefit the Prince George’s County Public Schools. Requests must be 
submitted in writing to the Personnel Office for approval at least thirty 
(30) days in advance of the requested leave date. Exceptions may be 
granted for emergency situations.
Classified personnel granted leaves of absence in excess of thirty (30) 
days will have their anniversary date readjusted in accordance with the 
duration of the leave of absence, except that there will be no change in 
anniversary date for an individual on a leave of absence for personal 
illness for two (2) consecutive calendar months.
Employees on approved leave of absence will not accrue annual or sick 
leave while on leave. Failure of an employee to return to duty upon 
expiration of his leave of absence shall be considered a resignation.
Upon return to duty, an individual will not necessarily be reinstated to 
the same position previously held or in the same location, except that 
in the case of a leave of absence for personal illness not exceeding three 
(3) consecutive calendar months, whereby an individual will be 
returned to the same position previously held, provided such position 
has not been eliminated. In all other cases, an individual who is eligible 
and physically able to return to work will be assigned as soon after his 
request is received and when an appropriate vacancy occurs. Such 
person shall be placed before any new employee is hired in his/her 
particular classification, provided such person is qualified to fill the 
open position. An individual requesting a leave of absence for personal 
illness must submit a supporting statement from the doctor at the time
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Vthe leave is requested as well as at the time such person desires to return 
to work.
Members may contribute to the Teachers’/Employees' Retirement 
System while on leave of absence according to the provisions of the 
Retirement System.
While on leave of absence, an employee has the option of continuing 
his Group Hospitalization and Life Insurance. However, employees in 
this category must make payment for the Prince George’s County 
Public School’s share of the premium plus the employee’s share.
Upon returning from an authorized leave without pay, a minimum 
period of reactivated service for a length equivalent to the period of said 
leave is required before the employee shall be eligible to apply for 
another leave without pay. The minimum reactivated service require­
ment shall not apply to an individual applying for a leave without pay 
for prolonged personal illness.
SECTION 12 - Time Off Without Pay
Time off for illness or personal emergency for periods up to fifteen (15) 
days is not considered as a leave of absence and may be approved by 
the employee’s leave granting authority. Extension beyond fifteen (15) 
days must be approved by the Personnel Office.
An employee who has time off without pay for more than ten (10) days 
in any one calendar month will not earn sick leave or annual leave for 
that month.
An employee must use available sick, annual, or personal leave as 
appropriate before receiving time off without pay.
SECTION 13 - Personal Leave
Permanent classified employees, employed on a ten month or eleven 
month work schedule, shall be authorized three (3) days personal leave 
per school year. To be entitled to three (3) days personal leave, an 
employee must be on the payroll prior to November 1 of the school 
year. An employee who is placed on the payroll between November 1 
and December 31 shall be authorized two (2) days personal leave. An 
employee who is placed on the payroll between January 1 and March 
31 is authorized one (1) day personal leave. Personnel employed 
subsequent to March 31 shall not be authorized personal leave for the 
current school year. Personnel employed on a per diem basis are not 
authorized personal leave.
Personal leave is authorized to permit an individual to attend to matters 
which require absence from work. If it is necessary for an individual to 
be absent from work for personal reasons and the employee has no 
personal leave credited, such absence will be deducted from the 
employee’s pay on a per diem basis.
Personal leave authorized but not used during the school year will be 
added to accumulated sick leave at the end of the fiscal year provided 
the total of sick leave will not exceed the amount authorized to be 
accumulated.
Request for personal leave must be submitted for all personnel, except 
school bus drivers, at least one (1) day in advance. School bus drivers 
will submit requests three (3) days in advance for days immediately 
before or after the opening or closing of school each summer, holidays, 
vacation or staff development days and twenty-four (24) hours in 
advance for all other days. This requirement will be waived only in the 
event of a substantiated personal emergency.
SECTION 14 - Pregnancy, Maternity, Paternity or Adoption 
Leave
1. Pregnancy Leave
For purposes of this section, pregnancy leave shall be defined as that 
period of time, not exceeding forty-two (42) consecutive calendar 
days, including the date of childbirth, during which an employee’s 
regularly assigned position will be held pending her return. Any other 
leave taken by an employee for reasons of false pregnancy, termination 
of pregnancy, or any other temporary disability resulting from her 
pregnancy, shall be treated as any other leave taken for reasons of 
illness.
To the extent that an employee has available sick leave days at the time 
of the commencement of pregnancy leave, said employee may utilize 
such sick leave days. At her option, the employee may utilize accumu­
lated annual or personal leave days. All of such leave shall be treated 
as any other authorized leaves with pay pursuant to the provisions of 
this Contract for as long a period of time as such employee shall utilize 
available sick leave and accumulated annual or personal leave days. 
Available sick leave days may be utilized prior to the utilization of 
accumulated annual or personal leave days.
An employee on pregnancy leave shall be considered to be on a leave 
of absence without pay for personal illness in accordance with Article 
IV, Section 10, for all days not covered by paid leave.
In the eventuality an employee’s disability continues beyond the period 
of the pregnancy leave and the employee is not entitled to any paid 
leave, the employee may apply for and receive a status of authorized 
leave without pay pursuant to the provisions of Article IV, Section 10, 
not to exceed the duration of the disability.
2. Maternity Leave
A classified employee may, upon the expiration of pregnancy leave, 
apply for and receive a maternity leave for a period, which when 
computed with any pregnancy leave or sick leave taken on account of 
a pregnancy, shall not exceed a total of twelve (12) months. There shall 
be no entitlement to any employee on maternity leave to receive paid 
sick leave benefits during that period of time. Any annual leave 
previously earned and accumulated to the credit of an employee may 
be taken during the period said employee is on maternity leave to the 
full amount of annual leave days earned and accumulated.
3. Paternity Leave
A classified employee expecting to become a father may apply for and 
receive a paternity leave without pay for a period not to exceed twelve
(12) months, commencing with the date of the birth of the child. An 
employee entitled to paternity leave is to submit a request for such 
leave, in writing, to the Office of Personnel at least thirty (30) days 
prior to the commencement date of the desired leave. In the event of an 
emergency, the thirty (30) day notification may be waived.
4. Adoption Leave
A classified employee in the case of the adoption of a child may apply 
for and receive an adoption leave without pay for a period not to exceed 
a total of twelve (12) months, commencing with the time the adoption 
agency requires the employee to cease active duty or the day of the 
adoption, whichever shall first occur. An employee entitled to adoption 
leave is to submit a request for such leave, in writing, to the Office of 
Personnel at least thirty (30) days prior to the commencement date of 
the desired leave. In the event of an emergency, the thirty (30) day 
notification may be waived.
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/SECTION 15 - Leave for Death
On the death of a child, stepchild, parent, stepparent, parent-in-law, 
grandchild, brother, sister, husband, wife, legal guardian, son-in-law, 
daughter-in-law, or anyone who was residing in the household of a 
permanent employee immediately preceding death, such employee 
shall be allowed up to four (4) consecutive work days of absence 
without loss of salary. One of the four consecutive days must be the day 
of the funeral or interment. Proof of death may be required if, in the 
opinion of the immediate supervisor, the employee has abused the 
privilege.
A classified employee may be authorized two days off from work 
without loss of pay to attend the funeral of a grandparent. The employee 
will be required to submit to his immediate supervisor a written 
statement specifying the date of the funeral.
SECTION 16 - Workers’ Compensation and Disability Leave
All Prince George’s County Public School employees are covered by 
the State Workers’ Compensation Act which provides for the payment 
of reasonable medical cost resulting from an accident incurred during 
the course of work. In addition, should the injured employee lose time 
from work due to an on-the-job injury, he may under the present 
coverage apply for Workers’ Compensation pay for lost time beginning 
with the fourth day of absence after the injury.
A permanent or probationary employee of the Prince George’s County 
Public Schools who is temporarily disabled in line of duty shall receive 
full pay for the period of his disability up to ninety (90) working days 
without charge against his annual or sick leave beginning with the first 
day of disability, subject to the following conditions:
A. Provided that the disability resulted from an injury or illness 
sustained directly in the performance of the employee’s work, as 
provided in the State Workers’ Compensation Act.
B. If incapacitated for his regular employment, the employee may be 
given other duties within the Prince George’s County Public Schools 
for the period of recuperation. Unwillingness to accept such an 
assignment will make the employee ineligible for disability leave 
during the time involved.
C. The Prince George’s County Public Schools may select a physician 
to determine the physical ability of the employee to continue working 
or to return to work.
D. Disability leave shall not exceed ninety (90) working days beginning 
with the date of injury for any one injury.
E. Payment of Disability Leave is contingent upon the assignment of 
Workers’ Compensation checks for the first ninety (90) day period to 
the Prince George’s County Public Schools as payee. Workers’ 
Compensation checks name the employee and the Prince George’s 
County Public Schools as payee. Upon receipt, the employee must 
endorse the check and return it to the Employee Services Office of the 
Prince George’s County Public Schools. Upon the termination of 
Disability Leave, Workers’ Compensation checks, if still received,
will be endorsed and forwarded to the employee for his retention.
F. A temporary employee who is disabled in line of duty shall not 
receive disability leave but shall be paid in accordance with the 
provisions of the State Workers’ Compensation Act.
G. Abuse of disability leave may be considered grounds for discipli­
nary action, including dismissal.
It is important that an employee report every injury to his supervisor 
no matter how small it seems. Even the slightest injury can develop into 
a disability or a loss of time case. Failure to report an injury could 
possibly cause an individual to forfeit his rights on a later claim for 
compensation or medical expense.
All injuries sustained by employees while on duty must be reported by 
the employee and his/her immediate supervisor on the form, “ Initial 
Report of Injury.” This form is available at all schools and other 
properties where employees are based. When completed, the form 
must be forwarded to the Employee Services Office of the Prince 
George’s County Public Schools. Upon request, the Employee Services 
Office will advise the employee of the information received to date 
relative his claim.
The Employee Services Office will notify the employee if any additional 
information or forms are needed to satisfy an employee’s claim if the 
office has knowledge that additional information is required.
In the course of a claim for Workers’ Compensation, other forms will 
be provided to injured employees from other agencies to complete. It 
is essential that these forms be completed and returned expeditiously.
Of importance to employees is the fact that the money received from 
Workers’ Compensation is exempt from tax and may be so claimed 
when filing federal tax returns. In addition, an employee may be 
eligible for adjustments to income for disability pay received.
The responsibility to insure that an employee does not abuse disability 
leave is vested in the employee’s department head/principal.
Disability leave is reported on the attendance register by recording 
“ Disability Leave’ ’ and the applicable dates in the remarks column. No 
other entries are required.
SECTION 17 - Provision for Future Leave Benefits
Any improvements to annual, personal, or sick leave, granted to other 
employees represented by either of the other three employee organiza­
tions, which are granted as the result of negotiations with them on any 
agreement to become effective prior to July 1,1994, will be granted to 
the employees covered by this agreement on the same effective date, 
unless the improvements were granted in consideration of a reduction 
in an existing leave benefit, in which case the Union would be afforded 
the option of deciding whether the employees represented by them 
would be covered by the new leave benefit, including the related 
reduction, or would be excluded from both the new benefit and the 
related reduction in existing leave benefit.
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\ARTICLE V - INSURANCE BENEFITS
SECTION 1 - Hospitalization, Surgical-Medical Insurance and 
Major Medical Insurance
A. The Board will pay 70% of the cost of the premium of the Preferred 
Hospitalization, Extended Surgical-Medical Insurance and Major Medical 
Insurance for all employees employed as of June 30, 1978.
B. For all employees that begin service after July 1, 1978, the Board 
shall pay 50% for the first four years of employment, 60% for the next 
four years of employment, and 70% thereafter of the cost of Hospitalization 
Surgical-Medical Insurance and Major Medical Insurance.
C. The maximum benefits of the major medical policy will be $50,000 
per cause with the exception of the outpatient psychiatric treatment, the 
maximum coverage for which shall be 50% of the specific benefits 
which the major medical policy provides for other types of illness.
SECTION 2 - Life Insurance
All classified employees shall be provided with free term life insur­
ance. The amount of an individual’s insurance will be two (2) times the 
annual salary rounded to the next lowest one thousand dollars ($ 1,000).
SECTION 3 - Optical Care Insurance
The Board will pay 70% of the cost of the premium for all classified 
personnel employed as of June 30, 1979. For all classified personnel 
employed on or after July 1,1979, the Board will pay 50% for the first 
four years of employment, 60% for the next four years of employment 
and 70% thereafter.
SECTION 4 - Prescription Insurance
The Board will pay 70% of the cost of the premium for all classified 
personnel employed as of June 30, 1979. For all classified personnel 
employed on or after July 1,1979, the Board will pay 50% for the first 
four years of employment, 60% for the next four years of employment 
and 70% thereafter.
SECTION 5 - Dental Care Insurance
The Board will provide a dental care insurance plan equivalent to the 
current Maryland Blue Cross-Blue Shield’s plan Levels I, II and Rider 
A full payment ($50 individual and $100 family deductible) effective 
July 1, 1978. The Board will pay 70% of the cost of the premium for 
all classified employees employed as of June 30, 1978. For all
classified employees employed on and after July 1, 1978, the Board 
shall pay 50% for the first four years of employment, 60% for the next 
four years of employment, and 70% thereafter.
SECTION 6 - Classified Employees’ Insurance Commission
The Board will establish a Classified Employees’ Insurance Commis­
sion which will include equal representation for the Union. The 
function of this commission will be to study and make appropriate 
recommendations to the negotiating teams relative to improvements in 
employee insurance benefits and retirement programs. This Commis­
sion will make a report and include recommendations for cost containment 
of costs associated with insurance programs included in Article V. The 
report will be transmitted to the respective negotiating teams by 
September 1, 1985.
SECTION 7 - Provision for Future Insurance Benefits 
FY 91 and 92
With the possible exception of modification such as the Healthline 
services which have been implemented over the past two years, the 
negotiated insurance benefits defined above shall not be modified 
during the first year of this four-year agreement, unless the modifica­
tions have been mutually agreed to by the parties. The contract will be 
reopened during the first year for the limited purpose of negotiating 
modifications to the health benefits package to become effective 
during the second year of this contract.
FY 93 and 94
Any improvements to the insurance benefits identified in Article V of 
this agreement, or any new insurance benefits granted to other employees 
represented by either of the other three employee organizations, which 
are granted as the result of negotiations with them on any agreements 
to become effective subsequent to June 30. 1992, and prior to July 1, 
1994, will be granted to employees covered by this agreement on the 
same effective date, unless funding of the new benefits is to be achieved 
in whole, or in part, through savings projected to be realized by the 
Board, as a result of a reduction(s) in existing benefits, in which case 
the Union would be afforded the option of deciding whether the 
employees represented by them would be covered by the new benefits, 
including the related reduction in existing program(s), or would be 
excluded from both the new benefit and the related reduction in 
existing program(s).
ARTICLE VI UNION RIGHTS
SECTION 1 - Union Business
Employees elected to any Union office or selected by the Union to do 
work which takes them from their employment with the Board shall at 
the written request of the Union be granted a leave of absence without 
pay not to exceed two (2) years. Such leave may be renewed or extended 
for a similar period of time by mutual agreement. Duly authorized 
representatives of the Union shall be permitted to transact official 
business on school property at reasonable times provided that this shall 
not interfere with or interrupt the normal work schedule of the
employee or prevent the person from satisfactorily performing his 
responsibilities. Union officials shall check in at school or department 
office prior to contacting any employees.
SECTION 2 - Steward Elections
When the Union conducts an election for steward, members of the 
Union eligible to vote will be excused from duty long enough to cast 
their vote provided the election is held on the premises where the 
employee is assigned to report to work on a daily basis. A reasonable
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number of officials needed by the Union to supervise the voting will be 
excused from duty during the time required for voting.
SECTION 3 - Calendar Committee
A representative selected by the Union shall serve on the Prince 
George’s County Public Schools calendar committee.
SECTION 4 - Interschool Mail
The Union shall be authorized to use the interschool mail facility to 
distribute official Union material, so long that such does not interfere 
with the normal requirements of school business.
SECTION 5 - Bulletin Board Space
The Board will provide space for Local 2250 on Bulletin Boards in 
areas which are readily accessible to its members.
SECTION 6 - Notices to the Union
The Union shall receive the Board packet generally available for public 
inspection prior to each public Board meeting and a copy of the official 
Board minutes after approval of the Board. If additional information is 
distributed at a Board meeting, copies will be made available to the 
Union.
The Union shall be provided a copy of the Superintendent’s proposed 
and the Board of Education’s proposed and approved budgets.
SECTION 7 - Employee List
The Union shall be supplied with an up-to-date list of all classified 
employees represented by the Union. Such a list shall be supplied to the 
Union on October 1 and March 1 of each year and shall include name, 
social security number, job classification, place of employment, most 
recent date of hire and most recent date assigned to current class and 
grade. Upon a request from the Union, the list will be provided on 
computer floppy discs or tapes provided the Union has made the 
request prior to June 1 preceding the fiscal year for which the Union 
would need to have the information provided on computer disc or tape.
SECTION 8 - Use of School Facilities
The Union shall have the right to use school buildings and school 
facilities for meetings, without cost to the Union except for necessary 
custodial fees, provided such use shall be by prior arrangement, and 
does not interfere with normal school operation.
SECTION 9 - Agreement Copies
Copies of this agreement shall be reprinted and distributed by the Board 
to all employees covered by this agreement. Cost of reproduction of 
copies will be shared by the Union and the Board. The Contract will be 
printed in the Board’s printing facility by unit members represented by 
the Union.
SECTION 10 - Dues Deductions
The Board agrees to deduct from employees’ salary checks the amount 
of the Union membership dues for employees authorizing such deduction. 
Deduction shall be made on a bi-weekly basis, with dues to be withheld
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in accordance with amounts certified to the Board by the Union, based 
upon the established dues schedule. The Board agrees to remit a check 
bi-weekly to the Union for the total amount of dues deducted for that 
period. Deduction authorization, to be accepted by the Board, shall be 
authorized on the form and according to regulations as shown on the 
Authorization Card on pages 10 & 11 or previously accepted authori­
zation cards.
In addition to payroll deduction of union membership dues, the Board 
will provide that, whenever properly authorized in writing, the payroll 
deductions listed below will be made:
1. Educational Systems Employees Federal Credit Union
2. Tax sheltered annuities
3. Employee group insurance
4. U.S. Savings Bonds
5. United Givers Fund
6. Educators Insurance
7. Voluntary political contributions
8. Premium for ACE-AFSCME, Local 2250 sponsored insur­
ance program.
SECTION 11 - Organization Involvement Leave
When the need arises, officers, stewards and members designated by 
approval of the Board of Directors of ACE-AFSCME, Local 2250 may 
attend essential local, state and national meetings with no loss of pay 
or personal or annual leave. Effective July 1,1990 a total of 700 hours 
and effective July 1, 1992, a total of 750 hours, aggregate and 
cumulative for all employees, shall be allowed for this purpose in any 
school year, of which number, unused leave hours up to one-half of the 
annual entitlement may be deferred for actual use until the next school 
year. The Board shall be reimbursed by ACE-AFSCME, Local 2250 for 
the cost of any substitutes used if in fact they are so engaged.
Application for such leave shall be made in writing to the Associate 
Superintendent for Personnel as far in advance as practicable and 
ordinarily at least forty-eight (48) hours in advance. ACE-AFSCME, 
Local 2250 and its officers recognize and agree that this privilege 
should not be abused.
Generally, no more than one person from any work location may be 
authorized leave at the same time under the provision of this section. 
Exception may be granted by the Associate Superintendent for Person­
nel.
SECTION 12 - Work Rules
Upon request from the Union identifying a specific set of published 
work rules, the Union will be sent a copy of the rules.
SECTION 13 - Health and Safety Committee
The Board and Union will establish a joint Health and Safety Commit­
tee with three members appointed by each party. The committee will 
meet at the request of either party but no less than twice annually at a 
mutually convenient date and time.
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ACE-AFSCME - AFL-CIO
Association of Classified Employees -
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, Local 2250, Inc. 
8008 Marlboro Pike, Forestville, Maryland 20747, Phone: 736-2703
AUTHORIZATION CARD
NAME DATE
ADDRESS CITY ZIP CODE
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER PHONE NUMBER
PLACE OF WORK JOB TITLE
TO: BOARD OF EDUCATION OF PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY
I, the undersigned, hereby apply for membership in and designate the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, 
AFL-CIO as my duly chosen and authorized representative on matters relating to my wages, hours and conditions of employment in 
order to promote and protect my economic welfare. Please consider this your authority to deduct from salary or wages earned by me 
an amount certified by the union as my regular required current monthly, semi-monthly, weekly, or bi-weekly dues. The amount 
deducted shall be paid to the Council or Local Union Treasurer, AFSCME, as you may be directed. This authorization shall remain 
in effect unless you receive written notice to rescind between August 15 and September 15 of any year.
□  I AM EMPLOYED TWENTY (20) HOURS OR LESS PER WEEK
Signature INCLUDES MSESC
PUT IN YOUR “ PONY”  MAIL
ACE-AFSCME 
LOCAL 2250 AFL-CIO
8008 Marlboro Pike 
Forestville, Maryland 20747
ARTICLE VII - PERSONNEL POLICIES
SECTION I - Disciplinary Action
The Board shall reprimand, discipline or terminate an employee for 
cause in a fair, impartial private manner if feasible so as to avoid 
embarrassment to the employee.
The employee will be paid for time attending any disciplinary meetings 
which are scheduled by management outside of the normal duty day of 
the employee, provided the employee is entitled to pay on the day of 
the meeting. The administration agrees to advise an employee in 
advance of a scheduled meeting if the purpose of same is to specifically 
investigate a situation that may result in disciplinary action being taken 
against such employee. In such an event the employee is entitled to 
union representation and, if desired but unavailable upon short notice, 
the scheduled meeting shall be postponed to the following work day.
SECTION 2 - Announcements of Job Opportunities
Job opportunity announcements will contain instructions to supervi­
sors that such announcements should be posted in areas accessible to 
all unit members assigned to that work location, i.e., office, staff 
lounge, cafeteria.
Reasonable effort will be made to publicize information on allocation 
of summer positions as early as possible.
SECTION 3 - Work Performed Outside of Classification
An employee detailed to duty outside his regular classification for 
more than twenty-five (25) consecutive working days will be compen­
sated at the appropriate rate for the period of detail beyond the 
twenty-five (25) days.
SECTION 4 - Salary Notification
The Board shall provide each ten (10) month employee with a notification 
of the employee’s salary and any anticipated change of assignment for 
the coming school year. Such notification shall be provided at the 
earliest practical date, but normally by June 30 preceding the opening 
of the school year.
If the notification of salary and assignment are not sent by June 30, a 
separate notification concerning the employee’s status for continuing 
employment will be sent by June 30.
SECTION 5 - Employee Evaluation
The Board shall provide each employee with a copy of the annual 
employee evaluation.
Within five (5) days from date of evaluation, an employee may request 
a conference with the person who evaluated him and the next line 
official to discuss any comments with which there is disagreement.
Any employee who continues to disagree with his evaluation may 
submit a rebuttal in writing which shall be sent to the Director of 
Personnel and made a part of his personnel record.
SECTION 6 - Pay Periods
Eleven (11) and twelve (12) month employees shall be paid on a 
twenty-six (26) pay period schedule, and ten (10) month employees 
shall be paid on a twenty-two (22) pay period schedule. Effective July 
1, 1990, ten (10) month employees may elect to have their ten-month 
earnings paid over a twelve-month period on a prorated basis. Written
application for the twelve-month pay option must be received in 
accordance with regulations which will be issued annually by the 
Board. Once elected the twelve-month pay option is irrevocable, 
except for subsequent school years. Pay checks will be given to all 
classified employees in sealed envelopes. Insofar as possible, pay 
checks will be given to employees prior to quitting time on paydays.
SECTION 7 - Pay Procedures for Ten Month Employees
For the convenience of those classified employees who are employed 
on or before the opening day of school each year, and at the specific 
request of their duly designated and recognized employee organiza­
tion, each paycheck for ten month employees will represent 1/22 of 
their hourly rate times scheduled number of work hours per day times 
number of scheduled work days for the school year, as shown on pay 
tables for classified employees, or appropriate fraction thereof depend­
ing on date of hire or termination; providing, however, that in the event 
of a change in the employee’s rate of pay or a change in the number of 
work hours per day the appropriate adjustments will be made prior to 
the end of the fiscal year and provided further, that in the event of the 
severance of a classified employee, irrespective of cause, the Board 
shall readjust each employee’s wages on the basis of actual hours 
worked, in which event the Board and/or the employee shall reimburse 
the other, immediately upon demand, of any monies otherwise overpaid 
and/or underpaid.
All other employees shall be paid on their regular hourly basis.
SECTION 8 - Classified Employee Regulations
A permanent copy of the Classified Regulations and a copy of this 
negotiated agreement shall be provided each separate department in the 
schools, the central office, and the maintenance shop.
SECTION 9 - Overtime
An employee called to work outside his regular work day shall be paid 
for a minimum of two hours at the rate of time and one-half, so long as 
such time is not an extension of his regular work day or extending the 
beginning or ending time of the shift. If overtime comes at the 
beginning or end of a regular shift when the employee would normally 
work, he will be paid only for the actual time worked.
An employee called from home to work overtime will be paid for travel 
time up to a maximum of one hour.
Overtime shall be distributed equally to employees working within the 
same job location or school, and who are qualified, and who are within 
the geographical area.
Overtime is defined as work performed in excess of the normal work 
week. Overtime will be authorized only when it is the most practical 
and economical procedure for the accomplishment of essential work.
All work up to forty (40) hours will be compensated for at the regular 
hourly rate. Work in excess of forty (40) hours will be compensated for 
at one and one-half the regular hourly rate. Work in excess of forty (40) 
hours performed on Sunday will be compensated for at twice the 
regular rate.
Compensation for overtime work may be in the form of wages or as 
compensatory time off; compensatory time off must be of equivalent 
value to such wages. Compensation will be in the form of compensatory 
time off unless otherwise authorized by the Superintendent or his 
designated representative, provided however that, if compensation in
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the form of wages has been authorized and the employee’s accumu­
lated unused compensatory time is not in excess of the maximum 
accumulation specified below, the employee may elect not to receive 
the compensation in the form of wages and have the appropriate 
amount of compensatory time off added to their accumulated compen­
satory time not to exceed the maximum specified below.
When work in excess of forty (40) hours a week is compensated for by 
the granting of compensatory time off at one and one-half times the 
hours worked and/or twice the hours worked, such time off must be 
taken during the same pay period as the overtime worked. When this 
is not feasible, compensation must be in wages unless the employee 
elects to accumulate compensatory time off. An employee’s accumu­
lation may not exceed six (6) days at any time. Utilization of any 
accumulated compensatory time must be approved in advance by the 
leave granting authority.
When central offices have been closed due to a weather emergency the 
following will apply:
1. Emergency personnel completing sixteen hour shifts at a point in 
time where there are fewer than eight (8) hours remaining before the 
employee is scheduled to report for the next regular duty day will be 
given the flexibility of delaying the beginning of their next regular 
eight (8) hour shift to a point in time subsequent to the regular starting 
of their shift and the point in time which is eight (8) hours subsequent 
to the conclusion of the emergency overtime shift.
2. When the hours worked during a weather emergency will not result 
in a work week in excess of forty (40) hours the compensation will be 
in the form of compensatory time off at the rate of time and one-half.
School cafeteria employees shall be compensated in wages at one and 
one-half times their regular hourly wage for all work performed for the 
Board outside of the regular school day.
SECTION 10 - Mileage for Official Board of Education Business
Any employee using a car to conduct authorized and required Board of 
Education business shall receive mileage compensation at the rate as 
established by the Federal Government for the Washington area. Such 
rate changes as are effected during the fiscal year shall be implemented 
at the beginning of the month immediately following the rate increase.
Authorized business travel for reimbursement purposes is defined as 
any travel directed by a principal or department head, such as making 
bank deposits, transporting an ill child home, etc. Employees who are 
required to report to work locations other than their regular assigned 
work locations will be paid mileage reimbursement for those miles 
which are in excess of their normal daily commuting mileage.
School-based employees whose primary job requires that they work in 
more than one school will use the school closest to their home to which 
they are regularly assigned as the base school for computing mileage. 
The number of miles this school is located from the employee’s home 
shall be considered commuting mileage. Mileage reported for 
reimbursement each day shall be the number of miles driven during the 
day minus twice the distance from home to the designated base school. 
The normal trip between home and the designated school shall be 
deducted from the daily mileage whether the employee goes to the 
designated school that day or not. It is understood that some of this 
payment may be taxable income.
For the purpose of this section Vision and Hearing Technicians shall be 
considered school-based.
SECTION II-Seniority
Seniority means the length of continuous service of a permanent 
employee in a specific classification within a grade on a particular pay 
table except as hereafter provided.
a. If a permanent employee is returned to the class previously held on 
the same pay table at a lower grade, the employee shall, for purposes 
of measuring seniority in the lower grade, be credited with the length 
of service at both the higher grade and at the previous lower grade, as 
measured from the most recent date of hire.
b. A permanent employee who is transferred to a class within the 
same grade on a particular pay table shall have the same seniority as if 
he had been in continuous service in the new class, as measured from 
the most recent date of hire.
SECTION 12 - Promotion
The term “ promotion”  means the advancement of an employee to a 
higher grade vacant position.
The Personnel Office will publicize the hereafter stated positions by 
publishing an Employment Opportunity Notice which is to be posted 
in all schools or other offices:
Pay Table 200 
Pay Table 400 
Pay Table 500 
Pay Table 600 
Pay Table 700
Grade 19 and above 
Grade 15
Grade 7 and above 
Grade 6 and above 
Grade 15 and above
The Board will include on each Employment Opportunity Notice the 
minimum qualifications to be eligible for consideration.
Additionally, once each year the Personnel Office will distribute to 
each school and department promotion/transfer applications in sufficient 
quantity to provide one for each unit member assigned thereto. 
Employees desiring to be considered for a promotion or a transfer 
should complete the application and forward it to the Personnel Office. 
The Personnel Office will acknowledge receipt of the application, if 
requested. If it is determined that an individual does not meet the 
minimum qualifications for promotion, he will be so advised.
The Board will maintain a file of qualified applicants for promotion.
An employee may apply for a promotion at any time.
The applications of qualified applicants for a vacant position will be 
provided by the Personnel Office to the appropriate supervisor who 
must interview the three most senior of the applicants referred to him 
unless he has interviewed the same applicant within the preceding six 
months. In addition, he may interview such other applicants as he 
desires from among those referred to him. Employees interviewed for 
promotion/transfer but not selected will be so notified in writing.
When an employee is promoted or his position reclassified upward two 
grades or more on the same salary scale, he shall be placed on the 
appropriate grade at that step which approximates a two step increase 
in his/her former pay. When the promotion or reclassification is less 
than two grades, he shall be placed on the next higher grade at the step 
which approximates a one step increase in his/her former pay. The 
salary cannot be higher than the maximum for his new salary range.
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SECTION 13 - Voluntary Transfers
When there is a vacancy to be filled, first consideration will be given 
to present employees who have a current Transfer/Promotion Request 
Card on file in the Personnel Office for such a position.
SECTION 14 - Involuntary Transfers
At the request of Union, Board hereby summarizes its present proce­
dures concerning the implementation of involuntary transfers. This 
summarization is general and not intended to be inclusive of all 
variations therefrom to which the Director of Personnel may have 
resorted from time to time in the past, in order to promote the efficient 
operation of the Prince George’s County Public Schools, consistent 
with prior established Board policies, administrative directives and the 
Regulations for Classified Personnel.
Involuntary Transfer defined: The transfer of an employee within a 
specific grade and class from one work location to another. An 
‘ ‘ involuntary transfer’ ’ is not an ‘ ‘ administrative transfer’ ’ which shall 
be effectuated, without regard to the hereafter procedures, when such 
“ administrative transfer”  is ordered implemented by the Director of 
Personnel upon his determination that same is deemed necessary to 
improve an employee’s job performance.
Should it be necessary for the Board to initiate involuntary transfers 
from any school or work location, the following steps shall be taken:
1. Volunteers within the class and grade who are qualified for the new 
assignment shall be sought from the affected school or work location.
2. If the number of volunteers exceeds the number to be involuntarily 
transferred, the most senior qualified employee/employees within the 
class and grade from among the volunteers shall be transferred.
3. Should no volunteer be found, the least senior employee/employees 
within class and grade in the affected school or work location shall be 
transferred.
4. The employee/employees subject to an involuntary transfer shall 
have the opportunity by seniority, within class and grade, to select from 
all openings available at the time of transfer if qualified for the new 
assignment.
5. If, upon the exhaustion of the above selection process, the employee/ 
employees do not select an available opening and one or more of such 
still exist, the Director of Personnel shall assign such remaining 
unassigned employee/employees at his sole discretion to whatever 
opening(s) remain prior to implementing the procedures set forth in 
Section 15 of this Article VII.
6. No vacancies shall be filled by temporary employees or new hires 
until all employees to be transferred have been offered all vacant 
positions.
SECTION 15 - Reductions in Force
Definition: A reduction in force is the termination of employment of 
one or more employees when it is necessary to reduce the number of 
employees. The following are not reduction-in-force actions and are 
not covered by these regulations:
a. Separations other than for the purpose of reducing the number 
of employees.
b. Terminations of temporary appointments.
c. The return of an employee to his former position after tempo­
rary promotion.
Procedures: When it becomes necessary to reduce employees within 
a particular class because of lack of funds or other cause, the following
procedures shall apply:
a. Temporary and Probationary Employees: All temporary 
and probationary employees in the affected classification shall be 
separated before any permanent employees are reduced.
b. Permanent Employees: The reduction of permanent em­
ployees shall be on the basis of the following three factors:
(1) Seniority in a particular class and grade;
(2) Seniority with the Prince George’s County Public Schools;
(3) Where seniority in a particular class and grade is equal, 
skill, ability and efficiency may be taken into consideration by 
the Board in determining reductions in force.
c. Bumping: If a permanent employee is scheduled to be laid off, 
he shall be offered a transfer or demotion to a lower class if he has 
preference over an employee in that class in accordance with 
paragraph b. of this section and is qualified for the position 
occupied by the employee over whom he has preference.
d. Recall: Permanent employees shall be recalled from layoff in 
the reverse order in which they have been laid off in accordance 
with the procedure set forth above for reduction in force. An 
individual will retain recall rights for a period of two years. If at any 
time during this period he declines an offer of recall he shall forfeit 
all recall rights. During a period of layoff no individual will be 
hired to fill a position of the grade and qualification of an individual 
on layoff unless such person declines the recall. An individual who 
is offered recall must indicate within seventy-two hours whether or 
not he accepts the position offered and must be available for return 
to work within thirty days.
Upon recall employees will have the same entitlement to sick and 
annual leave as they had at the time of termination.
In the eventuality an employee is recalled within two months of their 
normal work year, there would not be an adjustment to their anniver­
sary date.
SECTION 16 - Contracting Out
During the pendency of this agreement, no permanent employee 
employed prior to July 1, 1990 will lose employment or be reduced in 
wages by virtue of his position having been severed due to services 
being provided by an outside contractor, provided that such employee 
will accept temporary assignment to a position of the same or lower 
grade until such time as he/she is offered a permanent assignment at the 
original grade and pay.
SECTION 17 - Use of Substitutes
A substitute will not be used to fill an authorized position in excess of 
sixty (60) working days except (1) when a qualified individual is not 
available to fill a position on a permanent basis or (2) where necessary 
to hold a position for a person on an approved leave of absence or (3) 
to preserve a vacancy for an employee currently assigned to a position 
scheduled to be eliminated (e.g., school closings, budget reductions, 
reorganization) or (4) when the vacancy occurs on or after April 1.
SECTION 18 - Tuition Reimbursement
The Board shall reimburse employees for tuition costs up to the amount 
of fifty ($50.00) or the tuition charged county residents by the Prince 
George’s County Community College per credit hour whichever is 
greater for approved job-related courses successfully completed, when 
approved in advance by the Office of Staff Development and within
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limitation of funds budgeted. Upon request, the President of ACE- 
AFSCME will be advised of the amount budgeted for tuition reim­
bursement for non-certificated personnel.
SECTION 19 - Liability Protection
Any criminal action, civil suit or loss or damage to personal property 
occurring to an employee while acting within the scope of his duties 
and resulting from an act alleged to have been performed by such 
personnel in the performance of their duties shall be promptly reported 
to the Board or its designated representatives. The Board of Education 
shall reimburse any employee for attorney fees not exceeding the 
minimum fee schedule as may be established and in effect by the Bar 
Association of Prince George’s County, which said employee may 
have incurred as a result of defending a criminal charge arising from 
an incident occurring while the employee was performing his assigned 
duties for the Prince George’s County School System, provided it is 
evident to the Board of Education that such criminal charge was sought 
against said employee without cause or justification. Time lost by the 
employee in connection with any such aforesaid action shall be handled 
as follows:
1. Time for appearance as a defendant or witness before a judicial 
body or legal authority shall result in no loss of salary or accumulated 
sick or personal leave.
2. In case of disability an employee’s salary shall continue in full 
without reduction in accumulated leave. If Workmen’s Compensation 
payment is forthcoming, the amount shall be deducted from the salary.
3. In the event that total disability results due to the incident men­
tioned in this section, the Board of Education shall pay the difference 
between the compensation payment and the contractual salary of the 
employee without reduction of accumulated leave.
4. The length of time for which one receives compensation under this 
section shall be determined by the Workmen’s Compensation ruling.
Each employee is to be reimbursed in the sum of not more than $ 100.00 
per occurrence for proven destruction of clothing, including eye­
glasses, caused by an act performed in the performance of his duties.
SECTION 20 - Cafeteria Employees
1. The specific duties and responsibilities of the custodial personnel 
as related to the kitchen and cafeteria area shall be made known in 
writing to the cafeteria manager of each school.
2. Cafeteria employees designated the responsibilities of operating a 
satellite lunch program serving 100 to 200 daily lunches will be paid 
their regular salary plus 5%, those serving over 200 will be paid their 
regular salary plus 7% and those serving over 400 will be paid their 
regular salary plus 8%.
3. Cafeteria assistants who are required to attend summer workshops 
will be paid at their regular hourly rate of pay or be granted compen­
satory time off during the school year. The compensatory time off is 
to be selected by the cafeteria assistant but must be approved by the 
leave granting authority.
4. In addition to being paid their regular salary, cafeteria managers 
responsible for serving breakfast shall receive annually prior to the end 
of June, an additional payment as follows: $150.00 if the average daily 
breakfast participation during that school year was up to twentyfive 
pupils; $200.00 if more than twenty-five but not more than seventy-five; 
$250.00 if more than seventy-five but not more than one hundred; and 
$300.00 if such daily breakfast participation, as averaged for said 
school year, exceeded more than one hundred pupils.
5. In addition to being paid their regular salary, cafeteria managers 
responsible for preparing satellite lunches shall receive annually prior 
to the end of June, an additional payment as follows: $200.00 if the 
average daily satellite lunch preparation during that school year was 
more than twenty five but not more than one hundred; $275.00 if more 
than one hundred but not more than one hundred and fifty; $350.00 if 
more than one hundred and fifty but not more than two hundred; and 
$425.00 if such daily satellite lunch preparation, as averaged for said 
school year, exceeded more than two hundred lunches.
6. If necessary, reduction in the hours of cafeteria employees, below 
the hours established for the beginning of the school year due to 
reduced participation shall be made no more than once during a school 
year. The adjustment, if necessary, shall be based on average partici­
pation through January. It is understood if an employee’s hours 
increased above the level established at the beginning of the school 
year, as a result of an increase in participation, the employee’s 
additional hours may be reduced at any time if the increase in 
participation does not continue.
7. Involuntary transfer of cafeteria employees will be accomplished 
on a seniority basis.
8. Cafeteria managers shall receive a signed copy of the monthly 
Food Services Report and a copy of the appropriate cafeteria items on 
all Health Department Reports.
9. Cafeteria managers will be paid at their regular rate of pay for the 
additional hours worked outside of the regular duty day for time 
devoted to the completion of the Food and Labor Cost Study, up to a 
maximum of five (5) hours.
10. Two (2) hours of the cafeteria manager’s daily time will be 
excluded from the staffing formula.
11. Managers shall not be required to notify employees of reduction in 
hours during the summer months. In addition, managers shall not be 
required to locate employees for vacant positions.
SECTION 21 - Central Garage
1. Trades helpers and automotive service attendants will be assigned 
to all shifts.
2. Budgeted mechanic positions will not be filled with garagemen or 
trades helpers.
3. All work done by trades helpers will be supervised by a foreman or 
mechanic.
4. Road calls will be assigned to personnel who have displayed the 
proper aptitude and ability for this type of assignment.
5. The equivalent of sixteen hours of in-service training will be 
provided each school year.
6. When stolen tools are replaced in accordance with current proce­
dures, the replacement will be of equal quality to the tools stolen up to 
the quality which is the standard for the trade.
When damaged tools are replaced in accordance with current proce­
dures, the replacement will be of equal quality to the tools damaged up 
to the quality which is the standard for the trade. It is understood that 
replacement of damaged tools is limited to tools which have been 
damaged beyond the control of the employee and not as a result of 
negligence or carelessness on the part of the employee or through 
normal wear and tear.
7. The working day of full-time central garage personnel shall be 
scheduled so as to permit a thirty-minute duty free lunch period.
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8. Full-time central garage personnel are entitled to a ten-minute 
morning break to be scheduled by the supervisor.
9. Union representatives shall meet semi-annually with the Automotive 
Maintenance Officer to discuss matters of mutual concern.
10. Consistent with safety, feasibility and budget limitations efforts 
will be made to provide heat in an appropriate location on bus lots.
11. During FY 91,92,93, and 94, permanent Central Garage employees 
in the positions listed below will receive an annual tool allotment as 
specified.
tire specialist, lube specialist - $30.00 
glass technician, upholsterer - $60.00 
automotive service attendant, trades helper - $90.00 
mechanic, machinist - $175.00
The payment will be made during the first quarter of the fiscal year. A 
receipt verifying purchase of such tools will be required prior to 
reimbursement. Tools may be purchased through the Purchasing 
Department up to the amount of the tool allotment. Central Garage 
employees promoted to one of the positions specified above prior to 
April 1 will be paid the difference between the tool allotment for the 
position from which the employee was promoted and the position to 
which he was promoted.
12. The Board will study the course certification program of the 
National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence in the areas of 
gasoline and diesel engines, brakes, steering and suspension to ascertain 
whether or not completion of the program by employees in a specified 
class and grade would be of sufficient benefit to the Board to provide 
reimbursement for some portion of the fees.
13. Asbestos Medical Monitoring Any employee who is employed in 
a position whose job activity causes them to break, cut into, tear out, 
or otherwise disturb asbestos or asbestos-containing materials, or who 
shall be obligated to work in such areas while this activity is taking 
place, will have an entitlement to annual medical monitoring at 
Board’s expense either at a medical facility of the Board’s selection of 
at one of the employee’s own choosing, the Board being the sole 
determinant therefor. Such medical monitoring shall consist only of 
such services as are from time to time approved and authorized for 
employees of the State of Maryland with Level II exposure, as such 
services and Level are defined pursuant to Executive Order 01.01.1983.09, 
April 13,1983. If any employee refuses to work with asbestos, he or she 
shall not be eligible for medical monitoring unless previous Level II 
exposure to asbestos as a Board employee can be documented.
14. Appropriate safety goggles will be provided at all central garage 
locations.
15. The Board will provide appropriate First Aid materials for each 
garage and bus lot. In addition, all central garage employees will be 
provided the opportunity to be trained in First Aid including the course 
which leads to certification in CPR.
SECTION 22 - Non-School Based Administrative Office Personnel
1. The Board shall provide parking spaces within a reasonable 
walking distance of the administrative office building.
2. The Board shall provide soft drink, potato chip and cracker 
machines for all central office buildings.
3. The equivalent of one day of in-service training will be provided 
each school year.
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4. In the event of hazardous temperatures or environmental conditions, 
the Associate Superintendent for Personnel may close an office at his 
discretion.
5. There will be a liberal leave policy in effect for central office 
personnel when schools are closed due to inclement weather.
6. There will be a liberal tardiness policy in effect for Central Office 
personnel when schools are closed or there is a delayed opening due to 
inclement weather.
7. Employees who are in a probationary status as a result of having 
been promoted to a higher grade may apply for and be considered for 
promotion to a different position during the period of time they are 
completing a probationary period following promotion. It is under­
stood that, if the employee is selected, they will begin a new probation­
ary period in the new position.
SECTION 23 - Health Aides and Vision-Hearing Technicians
1. If reassignment or transfer of employees should be required, the 
Board will give as much advance notice as possible of such anticipated 
reassignment.
2. The Board shall provide a separate telephone for the health aides 
in the elementary schools.
3. The working day of full-time health aides shall be scheduled so as 
to permit a thirty-minute duty free lunch period.
4. Health aides shall not be required to work beyond the regular work 
week without compensation in wages or compensatory time.
5. The Board shall install air conditioners in Health rooms in accor­
dance with need and availability of funds.
6. Full-time health aides and vision-hearing technicians are entitled 
to a ten-minute morning break to be scheduled by the supervisor.
7. Recertification training in CPR and first aid for health aides will be 
conducted within the prescribed number of working days where 
feasible. When the Board conducts such recertification training outside 
of the regular work period, compensatory time off will be granted.
8. Vision-hearing technicians will be paid at their regular rate of pay 
for any authorized work days scheduled in addition to the 160 days 
required pursuant to the provisions of pay table 600.
9. Health aides who had been previously classified as vision-hearing 
technicians shall receive full credit toward their seniority as a health 
aide for time spent as vision-hearing technicians since the most recent 
date of hire.
10. Health aides and vision-hearing technicians desiring to attend job 
related workshops scheduled during the duty day may submit a request 
to the Health Services Supervisor for consideration.
11. The administration will study the need for telephone service in the 
school health rooms.
12. Health aides will not be required to substitute for teachers except 
in emergency situations and for a limited and reasonable duration.
13. Except in emergencies, health aides will not normally be required 
to discipline students except those who are confined to the health room 
for health reasons.
SECTION 24 - Instructional Aides
1, Instructional aides are entitled to receive instruction from the 
teachers with whom they work on at least a weekly basis.
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2. When a reduction in force is necessary, all instructional aides 
regularly employed by the Board shall be deemed of one class and the 
provisions of Section 15 shall apply, unless an aide who is the subject 
of such provision has specialized training, such as an aide interpreter 
or similar type of special education aide, in which event the Director 
of Personnel may establish a separate class for persons of such 
extraordinary qualifications.
3. The equivalent of one day of in-service training will be provided 
each school year.
4. The working day of full-time instructional aides shall be scheduled 
so as to permit a thirty-minute duty free lunch period.
5. Full-time instructional aide personnel are entitled to a ten-minute 
morning break to be scheduled by the supervisor.
6. Personnel presently employed as aides will receive their regular 
hourly rate of pay for work performed as an aide in the summer school 
program.
7. Involuntary transfer of instructional aides will be on a seniority 
basis within each program or area of specialization.
8. When special education students in a specific program are trans­
ferred to a different school or center for summer school, special 
education aides of that school will be augmented by special education 
aides from the feeder schools on a seniority basis, provided they 
possess the qualifications appropriate to the program and additional 
vacant positions are available.
9. Credit for advancement to a higher grade on the instructional aide 
salary schedule shall be given for up to fifteen (15) credits for 
SAW-MEs which have been approved in advance by the Department 
of Personnel. To be approved the SAW-ME or workshop must be 
directly related to the duties performed by instructional aides.
10. Instructional aides will not be required to substitute for teachers 
except in emergency situations and for a limited and reasonable 
duration.
11. A joint committee shall be formed to study the duties and respon­
sibilities of all categories of instructional aides. The committee will 
study the instructional aides salary schedule and report their findings 
to the respective negotiating teams by January 1, 1991 unless there is 
mutual agreement for a later date.
SECTION 25 - Maintenance Department
1. The Union representatives shall meet quarterly with the Supervisor 
of Maintenance to discuss matters of mutual concern.
2. When stolen tools are replaced in accordance with current proce­
dures, the replacement will be of equal quality to the tools stolen up to 
the quality which is the standard for the trade.
3. The Board will study the training requirements for maintenance 
department personnel to determine if additional training programs are 
needed, such as more in-service, workshops, specific course offerings 
incorporated into the adult education program and apprenticeship type 
training experience.
4. The working day of full-time maintenance personnel shall be 
scheduled so as to permit a thirty-minute duty free lunch period.
5. Full-time maintenance personnel are entitled to a ten-minute 
morning break to be scheduled by the supervisor.
6. In so far as practicable, uniform evaluation procedures will be 
followed.
7. The Board will provide an asbestos safety orientation program for 
all Maintenance Department employees.
8. In addition to the orientation program, Maintanance Department
employees whose daily duties require them to come into contact with * 
asbestos will be provided comprehensive asbestos safety training.
9. Asbestos Medical Monitoring Any employee who is employed in 
a position whose job activity causes them to break, cut into, tear out, 
or otherwise disturb asbestos or asbestos-containing materials, or who 
shall be obligated to work in such areas while this activity is taking 
place, will have an entitlement to annual medical monitoring at 
Board’s expense either at a medical facility of the Board’s selection of 
at one of the employee’s own choosing, the Board being the sole 
determinant therefor. Such medical monitoring shall consist only of 
such services as are from time to time approved and authorized for 
employees of the State of Maryland with Level II exposure, as such 
services and Level are defined pursuant to Executive Order 01.01.1983.09, 
April 13,1983. If any employee refuses to work with asbestos, he or she 
shall not be eligible for medical monitoring unless previous Level II 
exposure to asbestos as a Board employee can be documented.
10. First consideration for overtime shall be given to the 700 shop for 
work which is normally assigned to the 700 shop.
11. In-service training opportunities will be made available to employ­
ees in the 700 Shop.
12. During FY 91, 92, 93, and 94, permanent maintenance employees 
on Grades 15 or higher and assigned to the Electric, Electronics, 
Carpentry, Roofing and Sheet Metal, Heating, Ventilation and Air 
Conditioning shops will be eligible for an annual tool allotment of 
$100.00 and trades helpers will be entitled to $50.00.
The payment will be made during the first quarter of the fiscal year. A 
receipt verifying purchase of such tools will be required prior to 
reimbursement.
SECTION 26 - School Clerical Employees
1. Involuntary transfers due to school closings or declining enroll­
ment will be made to available positions on the basis of seniority in 
class and grade.
2. School clerical employees shall have a duty free lunch period of at 
least thirty (30) minutes. In addition, they shall be entitled to a ten (10) 
minute morning break.
3. The Board shall make available summer job assignments to 
regularly employed school secretaries prior to these vacancies being 
filled from other school employees or from outside the school system.
4. The allocation for school secretaries will be as funded in the 
approved school budget.
5. The work days set forth in the School Clerical Classified Salary 
Schedule (Table 600) will be scheduled after August 20th and prior to 
the end of the fiscal year, with the exception of the school registrars.
6. The Board will study the current staffing ratio for school office 
employees.
7. The equivalent of one day of in-service training will be provided 
each school year.
8. A study will be conducted to determine the need for summer 
clerical help in the schools, including the feasibility of twelve-month 
employment.
9. School secretaries working in their regular assignment during the 
summer will be paid at their regular hourly rate.
10. Successful completion of Board sponsored training programs in 
the use of computer terminals will be recorded in the school secretary’s 
personnel folder.
11. Except in emergency situations, school clerical personnel will not
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be required to arrange for teacher substitutes beyond their scheduled 
work day.
12. Except in an emergency, school clerical personnel shall not be 
responsible for disciplining students who are sent to the office for 
disciplinary reasons.
13. School secretaries will not be required to substitute for teachers 
except in emergency situations and for a limited and reasonable 
duration.
SECTION 27 - Transportation Employees
1. To the extent possible, all bus drivers and transportation aides 
working overtime or receiving additional compensation for activity 
runs, kindergartens, etc., shall be paid no later than the following pay 
period.
No bus driver may drive more than ten (10) hours daily nor have a paid 
duty day of more than fifteen (15) hours. For purpose of computing a 
bus driver’s “ driving time,”  such time shall be constituted as his 
“ regular paid daily work day,”  irrespective of actual time devoted to 
driving, plus such actual time driven over and above his “ regular paid 
daily work day.”  Furthermore, no bus driver may drive in excess of 
eight (8) hours daily as such time includes his “ regular paid daily work 
day”  on more than three (3) days per Monday through Friday week, of 
which no more than two (2) days may be consecutive, except in the case 
of a postponed “ field trip” resulting from an event, for which a driver 
had actually signed a commitment to drive, having been postponed 
within seven (7) days of its original date.
2. Effective July 1, 1990, bus drivers will be compensated for field 
trips at an hourly rate of pay equivalent to 65% of the entry level salary 
for a bus driver rounded to the lowest 5c, with a minimum of three (3) 
hours per trip. It is understood that subsequent to July 1, 1990, the 
hourly pay rate for field trips will increase on the same effective date 
as pay rate increases consistent with the above.
3. Transportation aides will be compensated for field trips at an 
hourly rate of pay equivalent to 65% of the entry level salary for an aide 
rounded to the lowest 5c. It is understood that subsequent to July 1, 
1990, the hourly pay rate for field trips will increase on the same 
effective date as pay rate increases consistent with the above.
4. The Board shall provide each transportation department employee 
with an identification badge containing the employee’s picture, name, 
and department.
5. Each bus driver and transportation aide shall receive an itemized 
statement indicating what the driver or aide is being paid for and the 
hourly rate of pay.
6. At the beginning of the school year, bus drivers ’ and transportation 
aides’ average daily driving time (transportation aides’ average daily 
riding time) port-to-port will initially be predicated upon an actual 
estimate of the time required to run the route as such is determined by 
the Department of Transportation. When experience demonstrates that 
the average daily driving time port-to-port is different from the 
estimated time, appropriate plus or minus adjustments will be made.
7. Announcements of preschool meeting dates will be posted prior to 
the last duty day of the preceding school year.
8. Employees will be paid for up to one hour for attendance at an 
accident review meeting.
9. Seniority Policy
a. A seniority list of all bus drivers and transportation aides 
assigned to a lot will be maintained and posted on the lot. The list 
will contain the driver’s name, most recent date of employment as
a bus driver, and in addition for orthopedic drivers the most recent 
date of assignment as an orthopedic driver. If an employee is 
promoted to a higher class or grade, including bus driver trainer, lot 
foreman, assistant lot foreman, auxiliary bus driver, orthopedic 
bus driver, bus driver, and is subsequently returned to the lower 
class or grade the employee shall have seniority as if they had been 
in continuous service in the lower class or grade. Placement on the 
seniority list of employees employed after July 1, 1979 shall be 
determined by the date and time such employee was hired at the 
Personnel Office.
b. All special education, orthopedic and regular runs will be 
posted by estimated hours, a general location of stop and size of 
vehicle, (Example: 5 hours, Central Avenue to Surrattsville). 
These runs shall be selected by the drivers according to seniority. 
Seniority shall be based on original date of employment as a bus 
driver, except in the case of orthopedic drivers where seniority 
shall be based on most recent date of assignment as an orthopedic 
driver. If a driver is absent on bid day and the driver has not made 
prior arrangements in writing for someone to bid for them, the 
supervisor will make a run assignment after all drivers present have 
bid their runs. Prior to April 1 all runs that become available during 
the year shall be posted within 15 days and remain posted three (3) 
working days. An available run will be assigned to the most senior 
driver bidding on the run. The successful bidder may bid on any and 
all additional runs which become available during the remainder of 
the year. The successful bidder may take his/her bus with him/her 
to the vacant run, provided it is appropriate and compatible for the 
run. The run vacated by the successful bidder will be rebid as above 
and the run vacated by this second successful bidder will be 
assigned to a new employee. In the eventuality the run vacated by 
the second successful bidder is an orthopedic run, the orthopedic 
run will be rebid, and the run vacated by this third successful bidder 
will be assigned to a new employee. New employees shall be 
assigned to the buses and runs remaining.
On or prior to the date for bidding, all non-public school runs will 
be clearly designated on the bidding board and bus drivers will be 
advised about these runs which are subject to a different calendar 
than the public school system; e.g., runs may be made on dates 
public schools are closed or not made on dates public schools are 
open. In addition, at the time of bidding, drivers will be provided 
with the most recent information concerning the details of the 
non-public school run as such details are known by the Transpor­
tation Department.
c. Special Runs:
Kindergarten, Headstart, and work-study, etc., shall be reassigned 
at the beginning of each year. Orthopedic drivers can bid on special 
runs and, for this purpose, the orthopedic drivers’ seniority shall be 
based on their most recent date of employment as a bus driver, 
unless the special run is an orthopedic run in which case orthopedic 
drivers will have priority for that run and orthopedic drivers’ 
seniority shall be based on their most recent date of assignment as 
an orthopedic driver. When a special run becomes available during 
the year, it shall be posted on the lot for three (3) working days. The 
new selection cannot, in any way, interfere with the driver’s 
existing assignment (regular or other special type). These special 
runs will be reposted at the beginning of each year, or when they 
become available. Drivers’ daily time may exceed eight (8) hours 
by making these selections provided the selection conforms to the 
limitations described in #1 above. The Board shall provide a signup 
sheet at each lot to allow permanent drivers or aides, including 
special education drivers and aides, to sign up as substitutes for 
such vacant runs that become available because of absences of
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auxiliary drivers or breakdowns. The substitute sign-up sheet shall 
be provided for kindergarten, work-study, activity, extra, or any 
middle-of-day runs that become available. The Bus Lot Foreman 
will assign the special run to the first available driver or aide. When 
two or more drivers or aides are available at the same time, the 
assignment will be offered to the most senior driver or aide present.
d. Activity Runs:
Those drivers desiring activity runs shall so indicate by signing an 
activity run list. The assignment shall be made by the supervisor 
according to seniority. A driver’s daily time plus activity run 
cannot exceed (8) hours. The list may be signed at any time. A 
driver may re-bid at any time during the year if it means more 
weekly hours than previously worked, but a driver may re-bid only 
once during the year for a run with a lesser number of hours. This 
provision not to be construed as an entitlement in a driver to have 
his daily run and activity run result in greater than a forty (40) hour 
work week. All activity runs to be paid at a minimum of one (1) 
hour.
e. Field Trips:
Field trips will be recruited by individual drivers. A driver may not 
recruit field trips for other drivers. Field trips may not interfere 
with a.m., p.m., other special type runs, or safety meetings. 
Auxiliary drivers and substitutes shall not be permitted to take field 
trips except in the case of an emergency. When an orthopedic bus 
is used to take a group of orthopedic children on a field trip, the 
orthopedic transportation aide is authorized to accompany the 
children on the field trip.
f. Assignment of Buses:
The seniority assignment of buses shall occur in August of each 
year or later (depending upon delivery of buses). The assignment 
will be made by the Supervisor according to the seniority lists.
Brand new buses are to be given according to seniority and that 
driver shall not be entitled to another brand new bus for five (5) 
years (effective 1976-77). In the event that new buses are not 
available at the beginning of the school year, drivers shall keep 
their past year’s assigned bus until new buses are available for 
assignment unless the driver’s new run requires a different type of 
bus.
Unless there are extenuating circumstances that dictate otherwise, 
and which are mutually agreed to by the Union and the Board of 
Education, assignment of special education buses will be from the 
special education drivers’ seniority list. Similarly the assignment 
of conventional and pusher buses will come from the standard list 
of drivers.
Orthopedic buses shall be assigned in the same manner as special 
education buses from the orthopedic list.
g. Transfers:
(1) A driver who is transferred from one lot to another for the 
convenience of the Prince George’s County Public Schools 
shall take his/her bus with him/her unless circumstances 
dictate otherwise and which are mutually agreed to by the 
Union and the Board of Education and shall operate whatever 
run is available at the time. He/she shall be placed at the proper 
place on the seniority list for that lot and shall receive appro­
priate benefits. A driver who transfers for his/her own conven­
ience shall operate whatever bus and run is available, if any, for 
the remainder of that school year and shall be placed at the 
proper place on the seniority lists on the first of August.
(2) A driver who transfers or is transferred from either the
regular, or special education, or orthopedic seniority list on the 
lot to which assigned shall be placed at the appropriate position 
on the seniority list according to his most recent date of hire in 
that classification.
h. Summer Employment:
These assignments shall be made upon the availability of the runs. 
Initial assignment of summer runs will be made on the basis of 
seniority in accordance with a and b above.
In addition summer runs which become vacant prior to the final 
five duty days of the program will be rebid after having been posted 
for one day. The vacancy created by the successful bidder will be 
assigned to the most senior applicant on the summer run list.
Assignments shall be made according to the overall seniority list 
(orthopedic drivers and aides are the first people eligible for 
orthopedic runs).
A driver may accept an aide’s position, but if a run becomes 
available that driver (aide) may bid on the run.
Assignments shall be made for each lot. The assignments shall 
include grades one (1) through seven (7) (includes assistant foreman).
Seniority will be the basis for assigning summer runs.
Daily time for summer runs will include the fifteen minute time 
credit for safety inspection.
Once each summer, each summer bus driver will be authorized an 
additional two hours time credit when the bus is washed by them 
and verified by the lot foreman.
Announcements of summer runs will be posted at the appropriate 
bus lots as soon as feasible after the runs have been confirmed.
i. Guidelines:
(1) When assigning runs, drivers will not be considered for 
more than forty (40) hours per week.
(2) Bus drivers and transportation aides may remain on the 
seniority lists during authorized leaves of absence (example: 
maternity leave), for not more than fifteen (15) months.
(3) Seniority among individuals with the same date of hire will 
be determined by a drawing of names.
(4) If any run or assignment is unclaimed, the appropriate 
Supervisor shall assign the position.
10. Pay Procedures for Bus Drivers
a. A bus driver’s daily time, including special runs, shall be 
comprised of the sum total of the following:
(1) His driving as same is calculated upon the average daily 
driving time port-to-port as such is determined by the Depart­
ment of Transportation.
(2) A fifteen minute time credit for safety inspection.
(3) A fifteen minute time credit for workshop time, prepara­
tion of reports time and cleaning and securing the bus.
b. It is understood, however, that no bus driver’s daily run shall 
be scheduled for an average daily run, the time of which when 
added to any activity run and the additional daily time credits 
allowed shall exceed eight (8) working hours per day.
c. Bus Driver’s Additional Compensation:
(1) Bus drivers shall receive as additional compensation two
(2) hours time credit for each time their bus is washed by them 
and verified by the lot foreman and, providing further that there
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shall be no more than one (1) bus washing per month.
(2) Bus drivers shall receive as additional compensation one 
(1) hour time credit for each monthly safety meeting they 
attend.
(3) Bus drivers shall receive as additional compensation a 
minimum of two (2) hours time credit for attendance at the 
pre-school orientation meeting.
(4) Bus drivers shall receive additional compensation at their 
regular hourly rate of pay for time spent participating in 
conference at the school when their participation is authorized 
and required by the area assistant supervisor of transportation 
and the conference requires time beyond the driver’s daily 
time.
(5) The additional compensation defined above will be in­
cluded in the paycheck for the reporting period in which work 
was performed.
11. Pay Procedures for Transportation Aides:
a. A transportation aide’s daily time including special runs shall 
be comprised of the sum total of the average daily driving time 
port-to-port as such is determined by the Department of Transpor­
tation.
b. A transportation aide shall receive as additional compensation 
one (1) hour time credit for each monthly safety meeting they 
attend.
c. A transportation aide shall receive as additional compensation 
a minimum of two (2) hours time credit for attendance at the 
pre-school orientation meeting.
d. A transportation aide shall receive as additional compensation 
a minimum of six (6) hours time credit for attendance at in-service 
training program(s).
e. Transportation aides shall receive additional compensation at 
their regular hourly rate of pay for time spent participating in 
conference at the school when their participation is authorized and 
required by the area assistant supervisor of transportation and the 
conference requires time beyond the aide’s daily time.
f. The additional compensation defined above will be included in 
the paycheck for the reporting period in which the work was 
performed.
12. The Transportation Department will not provide home phone 
numbers of bus drivers to parents.
13. Bus drivers returning from an approved leave of absence will be 
paid up to four (4) hours. There will be no entitlement to payment for 
retraining which requires more than four hours.
14. The Board will conduct a study of current pay reporting procedures 
to assess the feasibility of including additional overtime pay, plus or 
minus pay adjustments and leave information on the paycheck stub 
and/or providing all overtime adjustments within the pay period they 
are worked. Transportation Department employees shall be included in 
the study committee.
15. When possible, within available budgeted resources, the Board 
will provide lavatory facilities in those bus lot lounges which have 
sewer and water hookup available.
16. Transportation aides will not be required to complete either 
manifests or run sheets.
17. Transportation aides will not be required to contact parents outside 
of their duty day.
SECTION 28 - Reclassification
When a request for reclassification is received in the Department of 
Personnel, reasonable effort will be made to complete the position 
audit within ninety (90) days. When the audit is not completed within 
ninety (90) days, the employee will be notified as to the reason why, and 
when the audit can be expected to be accomplished. Upon receipt of a 
request from the Union to study a particular class of employees with 
regard to classification, the Department of Personnel will conduct such 
study.
SECTION 29 - Video Display Work Stations
A joint committee will be established to study factors related to health 
and safety considerations for employees whose duties regularly require 
utilization of video display terminals for prolonged periods of time. 
Unless there is mutual agreement that additional time is needed, the 
committee is to complete its study and submit its report, including any 
recommendations, if any, to the respective negotiating teams by July 
1, 1992. The committee will consist of six Board employees of three 
each appointed by the Union and administration.
SECTION 30 - Smoke Free Environment
All work location will have a smoke free environment, except for one 
smoking area to be available upon request until August 31, 1992.
ARTICLE VIII - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. PURPOSE
The goal of a grievance procedure is to secure at the lowest possible 
level an equitable solution to complaints and/or grievances which may 
arise from time to time. Both parties agree that these proceedings shall 
be kept confidential among the parties involved at each level of this 
procedure. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as limiting the 
right of any person with a grievance to discuss the matter with the 
appropriate member of the administration or proceeding independ­
ently as described herein. Every effort must be exhausted at each step 
before appealing to the next step.
B. DEFINITIONS
1. A “ complaint”  is any problem or misunderstanding that can be 
settled orally between the parties involved.
2. A “ grievance” is any unsettled complaint by a classified person or 
by the Union on its own behalf concerning any alleged violation or 
misinterpretation of this Agreement.
3. An “ aggrieved person’ ’ is a person making the claim.
4. The term “ classified personnel”  includes individuals or groups 
who are members of the bargaining unit covered by this Agreement.
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5. A “ party of interest” is the person(s) making claim and person(s) 
who may be required to take action or against whom action may be 
taken in order to resolve the claim.
6. The term “ days”  shall mean days other than Saturday, Sunday, 
and School Holidays. In the event a grievance is filed on or after June 
1, the time limits set forth herein may be reduced so that the grievance 
procedure for ten month employees may be exhausted prior to the end 
of the school term or as soon thereafter as is practicable.
C. Procedures
Should a person elect the grievance procedure, he is admonished to 
follow the steps outlined below specifically. Since it is important that 
grievances be processed as rapidly as possible, the number of days 
indicated at each level shall be regarded as a maximum, and every 
effort shall be made to expedite the process. The time limits specified 
may, however, be extended by mutual agreement by the Administra­
tion and the Union.
STEP ONE
An individual with a complaint or grievance should first discuss it with 
his immediate supervisor(s) before proceeding to the principal/depart- 
ment head. He may have a union representative with him if he desires. 
In the event the problem cannot be settled in this manner, it should then 
be processed as follows:
STEP TWO
After discussing his complaint or grievance with his immediate 
supervisor(s), the employee should then discuss it with the principal/ 
department head. He may have a Union representative with him if he 
desires. This discussion should take place within ten (10) days of the 
alleged wrong. The Area Assistant Superintendent may, if they desire, 
involve themselves in complaints and grievances at the level of the 
school principal.
STEPTHREE
a. In the event that the “ aggrieved person” is not satisfied with the 
outcome O f  the oral conference, he shall submit his grievance to the 
principal/department head in writing on the form provided at each 
school and department within ten (10) days of said conference. If the 
“ aggrieved person”  so chooses, a Union representative will assist him 
in writing his claim.
b. Within five (5) days, the school principal/department head will, on 
the form provided, write his opinion.
STEP FOUR
In the event the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the decision at Step 
3, he will within ten (10) days, by registered mail or by hand, cause to 
be delivered the copy of his grievance and its answer to the appropriate
Associate Superintendent and one to the Union office. The Associate '  
Superintendent within ten (10) days from the receipt of the grievance 
shall render a written decision as to the solution. Copies will be sent to 
the aggrieved person, the principal/department head and the Union.
STEP FIVE
If an aggrieved person is not satisfied with the decision of the Associate 
Superintendent or if the Associate Superintendent fails to render a 
decision within the prescribed time, an arbitrator shall be appointed 
within ten (10) days. Such arbitrator shall be selected by the Superin­
tendent and the representative of the Union.
If they cannot agree, a request will be made to the American Arbitra­
tion Association for a list of not less than five names. Each side may 
add two names to this list. Selection shall be made by alternately 
striking names from the list until one name remains. Such person shall 
be designated as the arbitrator.
The arbitrator shall be provided space at the Central Office, together 
with secretarial help and other assistance needed to conduct his 
hearing. He shall have the right to contact any person who has any 
involvement in the case either directly or indirectly and require their 
attendance in any hearing or decision-making process, at his discre­
tion. The Union and the Board shall each bear its own expenses in these 
arbitration proceedings, except that they shall share equally the cost of 
the arbitrator and any joint administrative costs in connection with the 
grievance submitted to him.
The decision of the arbitrator shall be binding on both parties unless the 
Superintendent or the Board of Education deems it to be evident that 
said decision is violative of Board rules and regulations promulgated 
from existing policy, in which event the Superintendent or the Board 
may set aside the decision of the arbitrator and hold a hearing on said 
matter, pursuant to Maryland Law.
D. Miscellaneous
1. A grievance may be withdrawn at any level without prejudice or 
record.
2. Copies of all written decisions of grievances shall be sent to all 
parties involved and the Union.
3. Grievances shall be filed on the official personnel grievance form.
4. Upon written request, information not of confidential nature which 
is pertinent to a grievance will be made available to the “ aggrieved 
person.”
5. A party of interest shall be released without loss of leave or salary 
to attend meetings held pursuant to the respective steps of the proce­
dure.
6. If, at the aggrieved employee’s request, ACE-AFSCME, Local 
2250 is not present during the processing of a grievance, that grievance 
shall not be cited as a precedent. Furthermore, ACEAFSCME, Local 
2250 shall be informed of the final disposition of any such grievance.
ARTICLE IX - SALARY PROVISIONS
SECTION 1 - Salary Increases 
Fiscal year 1991
5% increase effective July 1, 1990 
Fiscal year 1992
6% increase effective July 1, 1991
I
Fiscal year 1993  ^ [
100% of the CPI for the 12 month period ending November, 1991. 
(floor of 4% cap of 5% and reopen negotiations for salary only if 
CPI is 6% or greater) effective July 1, 1992, plus 1% increase 
effective January 1, 1993
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* Fiscal year 1994
Reopen negotiations on salary only
* Pay Tables are located on page 24 through 41.
NOTE: CPI refers to the consumer price index for the Washington,
D.C. - MD. - VA. area.
SECTION 2 - Anniversary Date
The anniversary date of each employee hired after June 30, 1979 will 
be the first day of the month following the date of commencing work. 
This date shall remain as his/her anniversary date during the entire time 
the employee continuously works with the Prince George’s County 
Public Schools. All employees hired before July 1,1979, will keep their 
present anniversary date as long as they continuously work with the 
Prince George’s County Public Schools. Adjustments in anniversary 
date will continue to be made for leaves of absence. Furthermore, in the 
event an employee is promoted, his/her anniversary date shall remain 
the same. An employee who is promoted after having earned time 
toward a longevity pay step will be given credit for that time when 
moving to the last annual increment of a new grade or beyond. If the 
employee moves to a step below the last annual increment of the scale, 
he/she will be eligible to earn an increment on the next anniversary 
date.
SECTION 3 - Merit Increases
Employees who qualify will receive a one step increase on their 
anniversary date. The granting of these salary increments is based on 
the demonstration by the employee of an acceptable level of compe­
tence in the performance of his job.
An employee is considered to have attained an acceptable level of 
competence only if his performance is adequate in the major aspects of 
his work. Standards must not only include the required quality of work, 
but also other essential elements of job performance, such as personal 
qualifications and conduct, which directly affect an employee’s work.
It is the responsibility of the individual who supervises the work of an 
employee to insure that the employee understands what constitutes an 
acceptable level of competence and to advise the employee when his 
work is below this level. Such advice will be in writing. The employee 
should be made aware of his deficiencies at least forty-five (45) days 
prior to the date on which he can become eligible for a salary increment 
in order that he may have an opportunity to raise his performance to an 
acceptable level.
When an employee’s salary increment is to be withheld, he will be so 
notified in writing with the specific reasons why such action is being 
taken.
SECTION 4 - Longevity Increases
After an employee reaches the maximum rate for his class, he shall be 
entitled to receive an amount equivalent to a one-step increase after 
four years of service at the maximum rate; he shall be entitled to 
another step increase at the completion of four years service at the first, 
second, third and fourth longevity rate for his class. The fifth longevity 
step will be implemented as per the appropriate note on each of the pay 
tables.
SECTION 5 - Retention of Salary
a. An employee whose position has been reduced in grade or who is 
involuntarily transferred due to a school closing or decline in enroll­
ment will continue to be paid at his/her current salary for a period of 
one year, unless he/she declines assignment to a position of the same 
grade as previously held, in the same administrative area or another 
administrative area provided the distance is not greater than the 
distance he/she could be transferred within the present administrative 
area, in which such cases the salary of the employee will be reduced as 
appropriate for the position being occupied. Every reasonable effort 
will be made to find a vacancy in the same administrative area or 
another administrative area which is no greater in distance than the 
distance he/she could be transferred within the present administrative 
area.
b. Cafeteria manager’s estimated annual salary shall not be reduced 
for a period of one year as a result of declining enrollment or lunch 
participation.
SECTION 6 - Summer Pay Rates
All ten-month employees employed for additional work during the 
summer months in the same grade and class will be paid at the rate of 
pay to which they are entitled in accordance with their appropriate 
placement on the salary schedule in effect at the time the work is 
performed.
SECTION 7 - Pay Table Consolidation
A committee shall be established to conduct a study regarding the 
feasibility of consolidating existing Pay Tables (i.e., Pay Tables 100, 
200, 400, 500, 600, and 700). The committee shall be comprised of 
three (3) members from the Union and three (3) members from the 
administration. The results of the committee’s study including recom­
mendations derived therefrom shall be presented to the Union’s and 
Board’s respective Negotiating Teams no later than December 15, 
1989.
SECTION 8 - Sponsorship of Compensatory Activity
If a compensatory emolument activity has not been filled by a certifi­
cated employee, the position may be filled by a member of this 
bargaining unit provided that any extra time requirements would not 
result in any duty week that exceeded forty (40) hours and further, that 
such unit member is otherwise qualified for the assignment.
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AIDE PAY TABLE
TABLE 100
Prince George's County Public Schools
July 1, 1990 - June 30, 1991
Classification Grade
Step
A1
Step
B1
Step
Cl
Step
D1
Step
El
Step
FI
Step
G/H/
I/Jl
Step
K/L/
M/Nl
Step
0/P/
Q/Rl
Step
S/T/
U/Vl
Step
W/X/
Y/Zl
Step
MAX
Aide, Non-High School Graduate 
Aide, Special Education III
01 7.55
10042
8.04
10693
8.61
11451
9.10
12103
9.69
12888
10.23
13606
10.75
14298
11.15
14830
11.70
15561
12.26
16306
12.86
17104
13.50
17955
Aide, High School Graduate 02 8.61
11451
9.02
11997
9.69
12888
10.23
13606
10.75
14298
11.27
14989
11.80
15694
12.33
16399
12.86
17104
13.46
17902
14.10
18753
14.81
19697
Aide, Special Education I 03 9.58
12741
10.16
13513
10.83
14404
11.41
15175
12.01
15973
12.57
16718
13.17
17516
13.79
18341
14.40
19152
15.10
20083
15.82
21041
16.61
22091
Aide, 30 Hours College 04 10.63
14138
11.10
14763
11.80
15694
12.34
16412
12.86
17104
13.36
17769
13.87
18447
14.54
19338
15.17
20176
15.91
21160
16.70
22211
17.54
23328
Aide, 60 Hours College 
Physical Therapy Assistant
05 11.14
14816
11.64
15481
12.34
16412
12.85
17091
13.39
17809
13.87
18447
14.40
19152
15.08
20056
15.79
21001
16.52
21972
17.34
23062
18.21
24219
Aide, 90 Hours College 
Aide, College Degree
06 11.64
15481
12.22
16253
12.86
17104
13.36
17769
13.87
18447
14.39
19139
14.93
19857
15.61
20761
16.35
21746
17.13
22783
17.94
23860
18.84
25057
NOTE:
1. Personnel on this salary scale are hourly employees and are paid for actual hours worked. The estimated annual salary is for information only. 
The estimated annual salaries are based on seven (7) working hours per day for 190 w r k  days, if so scheduled by the Board of Education.
Vfork hcxirs do not include a thirty (30) minute lunch period.
2. Eligible employees who have been paid at Step Wl-Zl for four years subsequent to July 1, 1990, will advance to the maxinun (MAX) salary step.
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AUICMTITVE AND BUILDING MAINTENANCE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools
July 1, 1990 - June 30, 1991
TABLE 200
Classification Grade
Step
B2
Step
C2
Step
D2
Step
E2
Step
F2
Step
G2
Step
H/I/
J/K2
Step
L/M/
N/02
Step
P/Q/
R/S2
Step
T/U/
V/W2
Step
X/Y/
Z/Z2
Step
MAX
Automotive Service Attendant 
Laborer II
Warehouseman/Driver Helper
10 9.29
19323
9.69
20155
10.26
21341
10.79
22443
11.15
23192
11.78
24502
12.29
25563
12.89
26811
13.47
28018
14.09
29307
14.79
30763
15.53
32302
Lubrication Specialist I 
Sanitation Worker-Laborer 
Tire Specialist I 
Trades Helper
11 9.68
20134
10.14
21091
10.79
22443
11.15
23192
11.78
24502
12.29
25563
12.89
26811
13.47
28018
14.06
29245
14.70
30576
15.40
32032
16.17
33634
Equipment Operator I 
Warehouseman I 
Working Truck Driver
12 10.12
21050
10.64
22131
11.15
23192
11.78
24502
12.29
25563
12.89
26811
13.47
28018
14.06
29245
14.73
30638
15.40
32032
16.17
33634
16.98
35318
Sanitation Truck Driver 
Shop Stores Clerk 
Tree Trimmer
13 10.64
22131
11.07
23026
11.78
24502
12.29
25563
12.89
26811
13.47
28018
14.06
29245
14.73
30638
15.38
31990
16.10
33488
16.87
35090
17.71
36837
Air Compressor Operator 
Electronics Technician 
Equipment Operator II 
Furniture Repairman 
Warehouseman II
14 11.07
23026
11.64
24211
12.29
25563
12.89
26811
13.47
28018
14.06
29245
14.73
30638
15.38
31990
16.14
33571
16.91
35173
17.72
36858
18.61
38709
Automotive Upholsterer I 
Carpenter I
15 11.63
24190
12.14
25251
12.89
26811
13.47
28018
14.06
29245
14.73
30638
15.38
31990
16.14
33571
17.01
35381
17.81
37045
18.69
38875
19.62
40810
Carpet Technician 
Cement Finisher I 
Equipment Mechanic 
Glazier I 
Painter I
Senior Shop Stores Clerk 
Sheet Metal & Roof Repairman I 
Warehouse Leader 
Welder I
Automotive Glass Technician 16
Automotive Mechanic I
Automotive Parts Man
Electrician I
Electronics Technician I
Facility Maintenance Mechanic
Heating & Air Conditioning Mechanic I
Heavy Equipment Operator I
Lubrication Specialist II
Maintenance Materials Clerk
Oil Burner Mechanic I
Planter I
Preventive Maintenance Team Mechanic 
Tire Specialist II
12.14 12.77 13.47 14.06 14.73 15.38 16.14 17.01 17.78 18.63 19.55 20.53
25251 26562 28018 29245 30638 31990 33571 35381 36982 38750 40664 42702
Preventive Maint. Water Trtnnt. Tech. 
Warehouse Foreman
17 12.76
26541
13.36
27789
14.06
29245
14.73
30638
15.38
31990
16.14
33571
17.01
35381
17.78
36982
18.72
38938
19.59
40747
20.57
42786
21.60
44928
Alarm Maintenance Technician 
Automotive Machinist
18 13.36
27789
13.94
28995
14.73
30638
15.38
31990
16.14
33571
17.01
35381
17.78
36982
18.72
38938
19.54
40643
20.43
42494
21.46
44637
22.53
46862
Automotive Mechanic II 
Automotive Upholsterer II 
Carpenter II 
Electrician II
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AUTCMJnVE AND BUILDDC MAINTENANCE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools
July 1, 1990 - June 30, 1991
TABLE 200 (continued)
Classification Grade
Electronics Technician II 18
Glazier II
Grounds Maintenance Foreman I 
Heating & Air Conditioning 
Mechanic II 
Insulation Mechanic 
Mason II
Metals - Roof Repairer II 
Oil Burner Mechanic II 
Painter II 
Plinber II
Refrigeration Mechanic II
Sheet Metal & Roofing Repairman II
Welder II
>tep
B2
Step
C2
Step
D2
Step
E2
Step
F2
Step
G2
13.36
27789
13.94
28995
14.73
30638
15.38
31990
16.14
33571
17.01
35381
Step Step Step Step Step Step
H/I/ L/M/ P/Q/ T/U/ X/Y/ MAX
J/K2 N/02 R/S2 V/W2 Z/Z2
17.78 18.72 19.54 20.43 21.46 22.53
36982 38938 40643 42494 44637 46862
AHEM Inspector
Lead Carpenter
Lead Electrician
lead Electronics Technician
Lead Grounds Maintenance
Foreman I
Lead Oil Burner Mechanic 
Lead Painter
Lead Sheet Metal/Roof Repairer 
Preventive Maintenance Area Engineer
Draftsman/Surveyor 
licensed Lead Plumber 
Maintenance Planner
13.93
28974
14.61
30389
15.38
31990
16.14
33571
17.01
35381
17.78
36982
18.72
38938
19.54
40643
20.43
42494
21.41
44533
22.46
46717
23.58
49046
14.61
30389
15.25
31720
16.14
33571
17.01
35381
17.78
36982
18.72
38938
19.54
40643
20.43
42494
21.39
44491
22.43
46654
23.55
48984
24.73
51438
NOTE:
1. Personnel on this salary gralp are hourly employees and are paid for actual hours worked. Estimated annual salary is shewn for information 
only. Regular working day is 8 hours excluding 30 minutes for lunch.
2. Employees assigned to work a forty (40) hour week which includes Saturday and Sunday will be paid a tvro step differential.
3. Bnployees assigned to the 3:30 P.M. to Midnight shift shall receive a one step differential.
4. Bnployees assigned to the Midnight to 8:30 A.M. shift shall receive a two step differential.
5. Eligible employees who have been paid at Step X2-Z2 for four (4) years subsequent to July 1, 1990, will advance to the maxinom (MAX) salary step.
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FOOD SERVICE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools 
July 1, 1990 - June 30, 1991
TABLE 400
Classification Grade
Step
A4
Step
B4
Step
C4
Step
D4
Step
E4
Step
F4
Step
G/H/
I/J4
Step
K/L/
M/N4
Step 
0/P / 
Q/R4
Step
S/T/
U/V4
Step
w/x/
Y/Z4
Step
MAX
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.40 7.68 8.02 8.35 8.70 9.08 9.47 9.90 10.35 10.84 11.35 11.92
3 hours 4218 4378 4571 4760 4959 5176 5398 5643 5900 6179 6470 6794
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.40 7.68 8.02 8.35 8.70 9.08 9.47 9.90 10.35 10.84 11.35 11.92
31/2 hours 4921 5107 5333 5553 5786 6038 6298 6584 6883 7209 7548 7927
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.40 7.68 8.02 8.35 8.70 9.08 9.47 9.90 10.35 10.84 11.35 11.92
4 hours 5624 5837 6095 6346 6612 6901 7197 7524 7866 8238 8626 9059
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.40 7.68 8.02 8.35 8.70 9.08 9.47 9.90 10.35 10.84 11.35 11.92
4 1/2 hours 6327 6566 6857 7139 7439 7763 8097 8465 8849 9268 9704 10192
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.40 7.68 8.02 8.35 8.70 9.08 9.47 9.90 10.35 10.84 11.35 11.92
5 hours 7030 7296 7619 7933 8265 8626 8997 9405 9833 10298 10783 11324
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.40 7.68 8.02 8.35 8.70 9.08 9.47 9.90 10.35 10.84 11.35 11.92
5 1/2 hours 7733 8026 8381 8726 9092 9489 9896 10346 10816 11328 11861 12456
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.40 7.68 8.02 8.35 8.70 9.08 9.47 9.90 10.35 10.84 11.35- 11.92
6 hours 8436 8755 9143 9519 9918 10351 10796 11286 11799 12358 12939 13589
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.40 7.68 8.02 8.35 8.70 9.08 9.47 9.90 10.35 10.84 11.35 11.92
6 1/2 hours 9139 9485 9905 10312 10745 11214 11695 12227 12782 13387 14017 14721
Cafeteria Manager I 09 8.70 8.93 9.46 9.89 10.33 10.85 11.35 11.82 12.37 12.93 13.56 14.24
7 hours 11876 12189 12913 13500 14100 14810 15493 16134 16885 17649 18509 19438
Cafeteria Manager I 09 8.70 8.93 9.46 9.89 10.33 10.85 11.35 11.82 12.37 12.93 13.56 14.24
7 1/2 hours 12724 13060 13835 14464 15108 15868 16599 17287 18091 18910 19832 20826
Cafeteria Manager II 11 9.30 9.74 10.33 10.85 11.35 11.83 12.37 12.90 13.51 14.11 14.83 15.57
8 hours 14508 15194 16115 16926 17706 18455 19297 20124 21076 22012 23135 24289
Cafeteria Manager III 14 10.67 11.21 11.83 12.37 12.92 13.53 14.18 14.87 15.55 16.30 17.09 17.94
8 hours 16645 17488 18455 19297 20155 21107 22121 23197 24258 25428 26660 27986
Cafeteria Manager IV 16 11.74 12.33 13.01 13.61 14.21 14.88 15.60 16.36 17.11 17.93 18.80 19.73
8 hours 18314 19235 20296 21232 22168 23213 24336 25522 26692 27971 29328 30779
Cafeteria Manager Grade Criteria is as follows:
Grade Number of Lunches Served
09 up to 375
11 376 to 750
14 751 to 900
16 901 and over
NOTE:
1. Personnel on this salary scale are hourly employees and are paid on the basis of actual hours worked. The estimated annual salary is shown 
for information only.
2. Cafeteria Assistant estimated annual salary is based on 190 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education.
3. Cafeteria Manager estimated annual salary is based on 195 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education.
4. Cafeteria employees designated the responsibilities of operating a satellite lunch program serving 100 to 200 daily lunches will be paid
their regular salary plus 5%, those serving over 200 will be paid regular salary plus 7% and those serving over 400 will be paid regular salary plus 8%
5. Eligible employees who have been paid at Step W4-Z4 for four (4) years subsequent to July 1, 1990, will advance to the maxinun (MAX) salary step.
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TRANSPORTATION PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools 
July 1, 1990 - June 30, 1991
TABLE 500
Classification Grade
Step
A5
Step
B5
Step
C5
Step
D5
Step
E5
Step
F5
Step
G/H/
I/J5
Step
K/L/
M/N5
Step
orP/
Q/R5
Step
S/T/
U/V5
Step
w/x/
Y/Z5
Step
MAX
Transportation Aide 
Bus Monitor
01 8.13 8.53 8.88 9.27 9.60 10.02 10.49 10.90 11.43 12.00 12.57 13.20
Transportation Aide, Orthopedic 02 8.53 8.78 9.27 9.60 10.02 10.49 10.90 11.43 12.01 12.54 13.16 13.82
Bus Driver 04 11.05 11.55 12.22 12.76 13.31 13.94 14.58 15.26 15.95 16.71 17.52 18.40
Auxiliary Bus Driver 
Bus Driver, Orthopedic
05 11.55 12.08 12.76 13.31 13.94 14.58 15.26 15.95 16.72 17.54 18.38 19.30
Asst. Bus Driver Foreman 07 12.62 13.18 13.94 14.58 15.26 15.95 16.72 17.48 18.32 19.15 20.13 21.14
Bus Driver Trainer 09 13.83 14.44 15.29 15.% 16.75 17.58 18.41 19.27 20.18 21.16 22.19 23.30
Bus Driver Foreman 10 14.40 15.15 16.01 16.86 17.66 18.51 19.32 20.24 21.26 22.27 23.37 24.54
NOTE:
1. Personnel on this salary scale are hourly employees and are paid for actual hours worked. Estimated annual salary for an individual driver 
or airte may be determined by multiplying the hourly rate of pay, times the daily time, and multiplying the result by the 185 work days to be 
scheduled by the Board of Education. The estimated salary thus determined for Bus Drivers does not include additional earnings defined in 
Article VII, Section 27, sub-section 2,10,a,(l),(2),(3),b,c,(l),(2),(3),(4). The salary thus determined for Transportation Aides does not 
include additional earnings defined in Article VII, Section 27, sub-section 3,ll,a,b,c,d,e.
2. The Assistant Bus Driver Foreman is scheduled by the Board of Education for 200 days, eight hours per day. The Bus Driver Trainer and the 
Bus Driver Foreman are employed for 12 months. The regular work day is eight hours exluding 30 minutes for lunch.
3. Eligible employees who have been paid at Step W5-Z5 for four (4) years subsequent to July 1, 1990, will advance to the maxiirun (MAX) salary step.
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SQOOL CLERICAL PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools 
July 1, 1990 - June 30, 1991
TABLE 600
Classification
Normal 
Daily 
Wrk Hrs
Grade
Step
A6
Step
B6
Step
C6
Step
D6
Step
E6
Step
F6
Step
G/H/
I/J6
Step
K/L/
M/N6
Step
0/P/
Q/R6
Step
S/T/
U/V6
Step
W/X/
Y/Z6
Step
MAX
(1) School Secretary I 3.5 01 9.69 10.16 10.79 11.21 11.80 12.37 12.90 13.51 1A.11 1A.81 15.53 16.31
(Half-time) 6783 7112 7553 78A7 8260 8659 9030 9A57 9877 10367 10871 11A17
(3) Floating Media Aide 7.0 01 9.69 10.16 10.79 11.21 11.80 12.37 12.90 13.51 1A.11 1A.81 15.53 16.31
(3) Instructional Media Aide 13566 1A22A 15106 1569A 16520 17318 18060 1891A 1975A 2073A 217A2 2283A
(3) School Secretary I
(3) School Accounting Sec 7.0 03 10.16 10.6A 11.21 11.80 12.37 12.90 13.51 1A.11 1A.78 15.A6 16.20 17.01
(3) School Guidance Secretary 1A22A 1A896 1569A 16520 17318 18060 1891A 1975A 20692 216AA 22680 2381A
(A) School Guidance Secretary 156A6 16386 17263 18172 19050 19866 20805 21729 22761 23808 2A9A8 26195
(2) Health Aide 7.0 0A 10.20 10.65 11.27 11.80 12.3A 12.95 13.53 1A.12 1A.81 15.51 16.25 17.06
(2) Vision and Hearing Tech 13566 1A165 1A989 1569A 16A12 1722A 17995 18780 19697 20628 21613 22690
School Secretary II 7.0 05 10.6A 11.09 11.80 12.37 12.90 13.51 1A.11 1A.78 15.A5 16.18 16.97 17.82
(3) Ten month 1A896 15526 16520 17318 18060 1891A 1975A 20692 21630 22652 23758 2A9A8
(A) Eleven month 16386 17079 18172 19050 19866 20805 21729 22761 23793 2A917 2613A 27AA3
(5) Ttoelve month 19365 2018A 21A76 22513 23A78 2A588 25680 26900 28119 29AA8 30885 32A32
(A) School Registrar 7.0 05 10.6A 11.09 11.80 12.37 12.90 13.51 1A.11 1A.78 15.A5 16.18 16.97 17.82
16386 17079 18172 19050 19866 20805 21729 22761 23793 2A917 2613A 27AA3
(3) Key Punch Tabulator Op. 7.0 06 11.09 11.66 12.37 12.90 13.51 1A.11 1A.78 15.A5 16.18 16.9A 17.78 18.67
(A) School Business Manager 15526 1632A 17318 18060 1891A 1975A 20692 21630 22652 23716 2A892 26138
(3) Data Processing Tech 7.0 08 12.23 12.79 13.51 1A.11 1A.78 15.A5 16.18 16.97 17.77 18.61 19.5A 20.52
17122 17906 1891A 1975A 20692 21630 22652 23758 2A878 2605A 27356 28728
(1) These estimated annual salaries are based on 200 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education, 3 1/2 hours per day, 700 working 
hours per year.
(2) These estimated annual salaries are based on 7 hours per day for 190 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education, 1330 working 
hours per year.
(3) These estimated annual salaries are based on 200 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education, 7 hours per day, 1400 working 
hours per year.
(A) These estimated annual salaries are based on 220 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education, 7 hours per day, 15A0 working 
hours per year.
(5) These estimated annual salaries are based on 260 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education, 7 hours per day, 1820 working 
hours per year.
(6) Eligible employees who have been paid at Step W6-Z6 for four (A) years subsequent to July 1, 1990, will advance to the maximm (EftX) salary step.
NOTE:
1. Personnel an this salary scale are hcurly employees and are paid on the basis of actual tours worked. The estimated annual salary Is 
for Information only. The work tours shown do not Include a thirty (30) minute lunch period.
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CENTRAL OFFICE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public SchoolsJuly 1, 1990 - June 30, 1991
TABLE 700
Classification
Hours 
per wrk 
week
Grade
Step
A7
Step
B7
Step
C7
Step
D7
Step
E7
Step
F7
Step
G/H/
I/J7
Step
K/L/
M/N7
Step
O/P/
Q/R7
Step
S/T/
U/V7
Step
W/X/
Y/Z7
Step
MAX
Clerk I 09 8.42 8.66 9.10 9.59 10.02 10.47 10.90 11.42 11.91 12.46 13.05 13.70
Clerk Typist I 37 1/2 16419 16887 17745 18701 19539 20417 21255 22269 23225 24297 25448 26715
Group Activity Assistant 
Teen Parenting Day Care 
Program Assistant
40 17514 18013 18928 19947 20842 21778 22672 23754 24773 25917 27144 284%
Audiovisual Supply Clerk 11 9.02 9.46 10.02 10.47 10.90 11.42 11.91 12.46 13.11 13.70 14.37 15.09
Bindery Worker I 37 1/2 17589 18447 19539 20417 21255 22269 23225 24297 25565 26715 28022 29426
Clerk II 40 18762 19677 20842 21778 22672 23754 24773 25917 27269 28496 29890 31387
Clerk Steno I 
Clerk Typist II 
Bata Entry Operator I 
Employee Services Clerk I 
Film Inspector/Packer 
Mail Clerk 
Print Shop Helper 
Security Monitor/Dispatcher 
Test Development Technician
Data Processing Control Clerk 12 9.46 9.90 10.47 10.90 11.42 11.91 12.46 13.11 13.69 14.32 15.05 15.80
Film Scheduling Clerk 37 1/2 18447 19305 20417 21255 22269 23225 24297 25565 26696 27924 29348 30810
40 19677 20592 21778 22672 23754 24773 25917 27269 28475 29786 31304 32864
Account Clerk I 13 9.90 10.30 10.90 11.42 11.91 12.46 13.11 13.69 14.36 15.05 15.78 16.57
American Indian Ed. Assistant 37 1/2 19305 20085 21255 22269 23225 24297 25565 266% 28002 29348 30771 32312
Clerk Steno II 40 20592 21424 22672 23754 24773 25917 27269 28475 29869 31304 32822 34466
Clerk Typist III
Employee Services Clerk II
Film Library Assistant
Inventory Control Clerk
Library Assistant
Payroll Clerk I
Personnel Clerk I
Press Operator I
Preview Film Librarian
Purchasing Clerk I
Radio Dispatcher I
Scanner Operator
School Boundaries Control Clk
Secretary I
Stock Control Clerk
Bindery Worker II 14 10.30 10.79 11.42 11.91 12.46 13.11 13.69 14.36 15.05 15.75 16.51 17.34
Data Entry Operator II 37 1/2 20085 21041 22269 23225 24297 25565 26696 28002 29348 30713 32195 33813
Payroll & Special Reports 40 21424 22443 23754 24773 25917 27269 28475 29869 31304 32760 34341 36067
Clerk I
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CENTRAL OFFICE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools
July 1, 1990 - June 30, 1991
TABLE 700
Classification
Hours 
per wrk 
week
Grade
Step
A7
Step
B7
Step
C7
Step
D7
Step
E7
Step
F7
Step
G/H/
I/J7
Step
K/L / 
M/N7
Step 
O/P / 
Q/R7
Step
S/T/
U/V7
Step
W/X/
Y/Z7
Step
MAX
Account Clerk II 15 10.79 11.33 11.91 12.46 13.11 13.69 14.36 15.05 15.81 16.56 17.38 18.25
Clerk Steno ILL 37 1/2 21041 22094 23225 24297 25565 26696 28002 29348 30830 32292 33891 35588
Conmodities Control Clerk 40 22443 23566 24773 25917 27269 28475 29869 31304 32885 34445 36150 37960
Enrollment Clerk 
Payroll Clerk II 
Payroll and Special Reports 
Clerk II
Personnel Clerk II
Pupil Accounting Control Clerk
Purchasing Clerk II
Radio Dispatcher
Secretary II
Senior Stock Control Clerk 
Statistical Clerk 
Tape Librarian - EAM/CMR 
Operator
Display Technician 16 11.31 11.80 12.46 13.11 13.69 14.36 15.05 15.81 16.54 17.30 18.13 19.04
Graphic Artist I 37 1/2 22055 23010 24297 25565 26696 28002 29348 30830 32253 33735 35354 37128
Head Mail Clerk 40 23525 24544 25917 27269 28475 29869 31304 32885 34403 35984 37710 39603
Instr. Resource Technician 
Instrumental Misic Technician 
Press Operator II 
Systems Network Control Clerk 
Television Production
Technician I
Television Studio Technician 
Transportation Technician
Account Clerk III 17 11.80 12.34 13.11 13.69 14.36 15.05 15.81 16.54 17.36 18.17 19.07 20.02
Cafeteria Accounting Tech. 37 1/2 23010 24063 25565 26696 28002 29348 30830 32253 33852 35432 37187 39039
Chap.I - Statistical Tech. 40 24544 25667 27269 28475 29869 31304 32885 34403 36109 37794 39666 41642
Composition Technician 
Computer Operator/
Instr. Data Systems 
Employee Services Clerk III 
Head Start Prog. Technician 
Psychometric Clerk 
Purchasing Assistant, 
Records Control 
Secretary III
Coordinator, After School 18 12.34 12.96 13.69 14.36 15.05 15.81 16.54 17.36 18.14 19.02 19.93 20.93
Care Program 37 1/2 24063 25272 26696 28002 29348 30830 32253 33852 35373 37089 38864 40814
Coordinator, Anerican Indian 40 25667 26957 28475 29869 31304 32885 34403 36109 37731 39562 41454 43534
Education Program 
Coordinator, Before & After 
School Care
Coordinator, Teen Parenting 
Day Care Program 
Film Librarian 
Graphic Artist II 
Photographer 
Press Operator III 
Television Production 
Technician II
Administrative Secretary I 19 12.96 13.58 14.36 15.05 15.81 16.54 17.36 18.14 19.05 19.95 20.94 21.99
Architect Engineering Tech. I 37 1/2 25272 26481 28002 29348 30830 32253 33852 35373 37148 38903 40833 42881
Assistant Payroll Officer 40 26957 28246 29869 31304 32885 34403 36109 37731 39624 41496 43555 45739
Computer Operator I 
Offset Cameraman & Stripper 
Outreach Caseworker 
Property/Equipment Auditor 
Records Technician 
Security Investigator/ 
Counselor (A)
Youth Bnployment Pro. Spec.
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CENIRAL OFFICE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools
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TABLE 700
Classification
Hours 
per wrk 
week
Grade
Step
A7
Step
B7
Step
C7
Step
D7
Step
E7
Step
F7
Step
G/H/
I/J7
Step
K/L/
M/N7
Step
0/P/
Q/R7
Step
S/T/
U/V7
Step
w/x/
Y/Z7
Step
MAX
Head Start 20 13.56 1A.2A 15.05 15.81 16.54 17.36 18.14 19.05 19.92 20.86 21.86 22.95
Nurses (B) 37 1/2 26AA2 27768 293A8 30830 32253 33852 35373 37148 38844 40677 42627 44753
A0 28205 29619 31304 32885 34403 36109 37731 39624 41434 43389 45469 47736
Adndnistrative Secretary II 21 14.24 14.89 15.81 16.54 17.36 18.14 19.05 19.92 20.91 21.87 22.96 24.11
Architect Engineering Tech. II 37 1/2 27768 29036 30830 32253 33852 35373 37148 38844 40775 42647 44772 47015
Buyer I 40 29619 30971 32885 34403 36109 37731 39624 41434 43493 45490 47757 50149
Computer Operator II 
Construction Technician 
Control Specialist 
Graphic Artist III 
Library Associate 
Science Center Technician
NOTE:
1. Personnel on this salary scale are hourly employees and are paid for actual hours worked. Estimated annual salary is provided for information 
only. Work hours do not include 30 minute lunch period.
(A) Selected employees serve 200 work days per year, 8 hours per day. Only the hourly rate applies.
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AIDE PAY TABLE
TABLE 100
Prince George’s County Public Schools
July 1, 1991 - June 30, 1992
Classification Grade
Step
A1
Step
B1
Step
Cl
Step
D1
Step
El
Step
F I
Step
G/H/
I/Jl
Step
K /L /
M/Nl
Step 
0/P / 
Q/Rl
Step
S /T /
U /V l
Step
w /x /
Y/Zl
Step
MAX
Aide, Non-High School Graduate 
Aide, Special Education III
01 8.00
10640
8.52
11332
9.13
12143
9.65
12835
10.27
13659
10.84
14417
11.40
15162
11.82
15721
12.40
16492
13.00
17290
13.63
18128
14.31
19032
Aide, High School Graduate 02 9.13
12143
9.56
12715
10.27
13659
10.84
14417
11.40
15162
11.95
15894
12.51
16638
13.07
17383
13.63
18128
14.27
18979
14.95
19884
15.70
20881
Aide, Special Education I 03 10.15
13500
10.77
14324
11.48
15268
12.09
16080
12.73
16931
13.32
17716
13.96
18567
14.62
19445
15.26
20296
16.01
21293
16.77
22304
17.61
23421
Aide, 30 Hours College 04 11.27
14989
11.77
15654
12.51
16638
13.08
17396
13.63
18128
14.16
18833
14.70
19551
15.41
20495
16.08
21386
16.86
22424
17.70
23541
18.59
24725
Aide, 60 Hours College 
Physical Therapy Assistant
05 11.81
15707
12.34
16412
13.08
17396
13.62
18115
14.19
18873
14.70
19551
15.26
20296
15.98
21253
16.74
22264
17.51
23288
18.38
24445
19.30
25669
Aide, 90 Hours College 
Aide, College Degree
06 12.34
16412
12.95
17224
13.63
18128
14.16
18833
14.70
19551
15.25
20283
15.83
21054
16.55
22012
17.33
23049
18.16
24153
19.02
25297
19.97
26560
NOTE:
1. Personnel on this salary scale are hourly employees and are paid for actual hours vrorked. The estimated annual salary is for information only. 
The estimated annual salaries are based on seven (7) working hours per day for 190 work days, if so scheduled by the Board of Education.
Work hours do not include a thirty (30) minute lunch period.
2. Eligible employees who have been paid at Step Wl-Zl for four years subsequent to July 1, 1990, will advance to the maximum (M\X) salary step.
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AUTCMTITVE AND BUILDING MAINENANCE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools
July 1, 1991 - June 30, 1992
TABLE 200
Classification Grade
Step
B2
Step
C2
Step
D2
Step
E2
Step
F2
Step
G2
Step 
H/I / 
J/K2
Step
L/M/
N/02
Step
P/Q/
R/S2
Step
T/U/
V/W2
Step 
X/Y / 
Z/Z2
Step
MAX
Automotive Service Attendant 
Laborer II
Warehouseman/Dr iver Helper
10 9.85
20646
10.27
21526
10.88
22804
11.44
23978
11.82
24775
12.49
26179
13.03
27311
13.66
28631
14.28
29931
14.94
31314
15.68
32865
16.46
34500
Lubrication Specialist I 
Sanitation Worker-Laborer 
Tire Specialist I 
Trades Helper
11 10.26
21505
10.75
22532
11.44
23978
11.82
24775
12.49
26179
13.03
27311
13.66
28631
14.28
29931
14.90
31230
15.58
32656
16.32
34207
17.14
35925
Equipment Operator I 
Warehouseman I 
Working Truck Driver
12 10.73
22490
11.28
23643
11.82
24775
12.49
26179
13.03
27311
13.66
28631
14.28
29931
14.90
31230
15.61
32719
16.32
34207
17.14
35925
18.00
37728
Sanitation Truck Driver 
Shop Stores Clerk 
Tree Trinmer
13 11.28
23643
11.73
24586
12.49
26179
13.03
27311
13.66
28631
14.28
29931
14.90
31230
15.61
32719
16.30
34165
17.07
35779
17.88
37476
18.77
39342
Air Compressor Operator 
Electronics Technician 
Equipment Operator II 
Furniture Repairman 
Warehouseman II
14 11.73
24586
12.34
25865
13.03
27311
13.66
28631
14.28
29931
14.90
31230
15.61
32719
16.30
34165
17.11
35863
17.92
37560
18.78
39363
19.73
41354
Automotive Upholsterer I 
Carpenter I
15 12.33
25844
12.87
26976
13.66
28631
14.28
29931
14.90
31230
15.61
32719
16.30
34165
17.11
35863
18.03
37791
18.88
39572
19.81
41522
20.80
43597
Carpet Technician 
Cement Finisher I 
Equipment Mechanic 
Glazier I 
Painter I
Senior Shop Stores Clerk 
Sheet Metal & Roof Repairman I 
Warehouse Leader 
Welder I
Automotive Glass Technician 16
Automotive Mechanic I
Automotive Parts Man
Electrician I
Electronics Technician I
Facility Maintenance Mechanic
Heating & Air Conditioning Mechanic I
Heavy Equipment Operator I
Lubrication Specialist II
Maintenance Materials Clerk
Oil Burner Mechanic I
Plimber I
Preventive Maintenance Team Mechanic 
Tire Specialist II
12.87 13.54 14.28 14.90 15.61 16.30 17.11 18.03 18.85 19.75 20.72 21.76
26976 28380 29931 31230 32719 34165 35863 37791 39510 41396 43429 45609
Preventive Maint. Water Trtnnt. Tech. 
Warehouse Foreman
17 13.53
28359
14.16
29679
14.90
31230
15.61
32719
16.30
34165
17.11
35863
18.03
37791
18.85
39510
19.84
41585
20.77
43534
21.80
45693
22.90
47998
Alarm Maintenance Technician 
Automotive Machinist
18 14.16
29679
14.78
30979
15.61
32719
16.30
34165
17.11
35863
18.03
37791
18.85
39510
19.84
41585
20.71
43408
21.66
45399
22.75
47684
23.88
50052
Automotive Mechanic II 
Automotive Upholsterer II 
Carpenter II 
Electrician II
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autcmjtive and building maintenance pay table
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July 1, 1991 - June 30, 1992
TABLE 200
Classification Grade
Step
B2
Step
C2
Step
D2
Step
E2
Step
F2
Step
G2
Step
H/I/
J/K2
Step
L/M/
N/02
Step 
P/Q / 
R/S2
Step
T/U/
V/W2
Step
X/Y/
Z/Z2
Step
MAX
Electronics Technician II 
Glazier II
18 14.16
29679
14.78
30979
15.61
32719
16.30
34165
17.11
35863
18.03
37791
18.85
39510
19.84
41585
20.71
43408
21.66
45399
22.75
47684
23.88
50052
Grounds Maintenance Foreman I 
Heating & Air Conditioning 
Mechanic II 
Insulation Mechanic 
Mason II
Metals - Roof Repairer II 
Oil Burner Mechanic II 
Painter II 
Plurber II
Refrigeration Mechanic II 
Sheet Metal & Roofing Repairman II 
Welder II
AHERA Inspector 19 14.77 15.49 16.30 17.11 18.03 18.85 19.84 20.71 21.66 22.69 23.81 24.99
Lead Carpenter 30958 32467 34165 35863 37791 39510 41585 43408 45399 47558 49906 52379
Lead Electrician
Lead Electronics Technician
Lead Grounds Maintenance
Foreman I
Lead Oil Burner Mechanic 
Lead Painter
Lead Sheet Metal/Roof Repairer 
Preventive Maintenance Area Engineer
Draftsman/Surveyor 
Licensed Lead Plumber 
Maintenance Planner
20 15.49 16.17
32467 33892
17.11 18.03
35863 37791
18.85 19.84
39510 41585
20.71 21.66
43408 45399
22.67 23.78
47516 49843
24.96 26.21
52316 54936
NOTE:
1. Personnel on this salary scale are hourly employees and are paid for actual hours worked. Estimated annual salary is showi for information 
only. Regular working day is 8 hours excluding 30 minutes for lunch.
2. Employees assigned to work a forty (40) hour week which includes Saturday and Sunday will be paid a two step differential.
3. Employees assigned to the 3:30 P.M. to Midnight shift shall receive a one step differential.
4. Employees assigned to the Midnight to 8:30 A.M. shift shall receive a two step differential.
5. Eligible employees vho have been paid at Step X2-Z2 for four (4) years subsequent to July 1, 1990, will advance to the maxim an (MAX) salary step.
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FOOD SERVICE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools 
July 1, 1991 - June 30, 1992
TABLE 400
Classification Grade
Step
A4
Step
B4
Step
C4
Step
m
Step
E4
Step
F4
Step
G/H/
I/J4
Step
K/L/
M/N4
Step
0/P/
Q/R4
Step
S/T/
U/V4
Step
w / x /
Y/Z4
Step
MAX
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.84 8.14 8.50 8.85 9.22 9.62 10.04 10.49 10.97 11.49 12.03 12.64
3 hours 4469 4640 4845 5045 5255 5483 5723 5979 6253 6549 6857 7205
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.84 8.14 8.50 8.85 9.22 9.62 10.04 10.49 10.97 11.49 12.03 12.64
3 1/2 hours 5214 5413 5653 5885 6131 6397 6677 6976 7295 7641 8000 8406
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.84 8.14 8.50 8.85 9.22 9.62 10.04 10.49 10.97 11.49 12.03 12.64
4 hours 5958 6186 6460 6726 7007 7311 7630 7972 8337 8732 9143 9606
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.84 8.14 8.50 8.85 9.22 9.62 10.04 10.49 10.97 11.49 12.03 12.64
4 1/2 hours 6703 6960 7268 7567 7883 8225 8584 8969 9379 9824 10286 10807
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.84 8.14 8.50 8.85 9.22 9.62 10.04 10.49 10.97 11.49 12.03 12.64
5 hours 7448 7733 8075 8408 8759 9139 9538 9966 10422 10916 11429 12008
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.84 8.14 8.50 8.85 9.22 9.62 10.04 10.49 10.97 11.49 12.03 12.64
5 1/2 hours 8193 8506 8883 9248 9635 10053 10492 10962 11464 12007 12571 13209
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.84 8.14 8.50 8.85 9.22 9.62 10.04 10.49 10.97 11.49 12.03 12.64
6 hours 8938 9280 9690 10089 10511 10967 11446 11959 12506 13099 13714 14410
Cafeteria Assistant 02 7.84 8.14 8.50 8.85 9.22 9.62 10.04 10.49 10.97 11.49 12.03 12.64
6 1/2 hours 9682 10053 10498 10930 11387 11881 12399 12955 13548 14190 14857 15610
Cafeteria Manager I 09 9.22 9.47 10.03 10.48 10.95 11.50 12.03 12.53 13.11 13.71 14.37 15.09
7 hours 12585 12927 13691 14305 14947 15698 16421 17103 17895 18714 19615 20598
Cafeteria Manager I 09 9.22 9.47 10.03 10.48 10.95 11.50 12.03 12.53 13.11 13.71 14.37 15.09
7 1/2 hours 13484 13850 14669 15327 16014 16819 17594 18325 19173 20051 21016 22069
Cafeteria Manager II 11 9.86 10.32 10.95 11.50 12.03 12.54 13.11 13.67 14.32 14.96 15.72 16.50
8 hours 15382 16099 17082 17940 18767 19562 20452 21325 22339 23338 24523 25740
Cafeteria Manager III 14 11.31 11.88 12.54 13.11 13.70 14.34 15.03 15.76 16.48 17.28 18.12 19.02
8 hours 17644 18533 19562 20452 21372 22370 23447 24586 25709 26957 28267 29671
Cafeteria Manager IV 16 12.44 13.08 13.80 14.43 15.06 15.78 16.53 17.34 18.13 19.00 19.94 20.92
8 hours 19406 20405 21528 22511 23494 24617 25787 27050 28283 29640 31106 32635
Cafeteria Manager Grade Criteria Is as follows:
Grade Number of Lunches Served
09 up to 375
11 376 to 750
14 751 to 900
16 901 and over
NOTE:
1. Personnel on this salary scale are hourly employees and are paid on the basis of actual hours worked. The estimated annual salary is shown 
for information only.
2. Cafeteria Assistant estimated annual salary is based on 190 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education.
3. Cafeteria Manager estimated annual salary is based on 195 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education.
4. Cafeteria employees designated the responsibilities of operating a satellite lunch program serving 100 to 200 daily lunches will be paid
their regular salary plus 5%, those serving over 200 will be paid regular salary plus 7% and those serving over 400 will be paid regular salary plus 8Z
5. Eligible employees vbo have been paid at Step W4-Z4 for four (4) years subsequent to July 1, 1990, will advance to the maximum (MAX) salary step.
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TRANSPORTATION PAY TABLE
Prince George’s County Public Schools 
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TABLE 500
Classification Grade
Step
A5
Step
B5
Step
C5
Step
D5
Step
E5
Step
F5
Step
G/H/
I/J5
Step
K/L/
M/N5
Step
0/P/
Q/R5
Step
S/T/
U/V5
Step
W/X/
Y/Z5
Step
MAX
Transportation Aide 
Bus Monitor
01 8.62 9.04 9.41 9.83 10.18 10.62 11.12 11.55 12.12 12.72 13.32 13.99
Transportation Aide, Orthopedic 02 9.04 9.31 9.83 10.18 10.62 11.12 11.55 12.12 12.73 13.29 13.95 14.65
Bus Driver 04 11.71 12.24 12.95 13.53 14.11 14.78 15.45 16.18 16.91 17.71 18.57 19.50
Auxiliary Bus Driver 
Bus Driver, Orthopedic
05 12.24 12.80 13.53 14.11 14.78 15.45 16.18 16.91 17.72 18.59 19.48 20.46
Asst. Bus Driver Foreman 07 13.38 13.97 14.78 15.45 16.18 16.91 17.72 18.53 19.42 20.30 21.34 22.41
Bus Driver Trainer 09 14.66 15.31 16.21 16.92 17.76 18.63 19.51 20.43 21.39 22.43 23.52 24.70
Bus Driver Foreman 10 15.26 16.06 16.97 17.87 18.72 19.62 20.48 21.45 22.54 23.61 24.77 26.01
NOTE:
1. Personnel on this salary scale are hourly employees and are paid for actual hours worked. Estimated annual salary for an individual driver 
or aide may be determined by multiplying the hourly rate of pay, times the daily time, and multiplying the result by the 185 work days to be 
scheduled by the Board of Education. The estimated salary thus determined for Bus Drivers does not include additional earnings defired in 
Article VII, Section 27, sub-section 2,10,a,(l),(2),(3),b,c,(l),(2),(3),(4). The salary thus determined for Transportation Aides does not 
include additional earnings defined in Article VII, Section 27, sub-section 3,ll,a,b,c,d,e.
2. The Assistant Bus Driver Foreman is scheduled by the Board of Education for 200 days, eight hours per day. The Bus Driver Trainer and the 
Bus Driver Foreman are employed for 12 months. The regular work day is eight hours exluding 30 minutes for lunch.
3. Eligible employees who have been paid at Step W5-Z5 for four (4) years subsequent to July 1, 1990, will advance to the mxhnun (MAX) salary step.
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SCHXL CLERICAL PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools 
July 1, 1991 - June 30, 1992
TABLE 600
Classification
Normal 
Daily 
Wrk Hrs
Grade
Step
A6
Step
B6
Step
C6
Step
D6
Step
E6
Step
F6
Step
G/H/
I/J6
Step
K/L/
M/N6
Step
or?/
Q/R6
Step
S/T/
U/V6
Step
wrrj 
Y/Z6
Step
MAX
(1) School Secretary I 3.5 01 10.27 10.77 11.44 11.88 12.51 13.11 13.67 14.32 14.% 15.70 16.46 17.29
(Half-time) 7189 7539 8008 8316 8757 9177 9569 10024 10472 10990 11522 12103
(3) Floating Media Aide 7.0 01 10.27 10.77 11.44 11.88 12.51 13.11 13.67 14.32 14.96 15.70 16.46 17.29
(3) Instructional Media Aide 14378 15078 16016 16632 17514 18354 19138 20048 20944 21980 23044 24206
(3) School Secretary I
(3) School Accounting Sec 7.0 03 10.77 11.28 11.88 12.51 13.11 13.67 14.32 14.96 15.67 16.39 17.17 18.03
(3) School Guidance Secretary 15078 15792 16632 17514 18354 19138 20048 20944 21938 22946 24038 25242
(4) School Guidance Secretary 16586 17371 18295 19265 20189 21052 22053 23038 24132 25241 26442 27766
(2) Health Aide 7.0 04 10.81 11.29 11.95 12.51 13.08 13.73 14.34 14.97 15.70 16.44 17.23 18.08
(2) Vision and Hearing Tech 14377 15016 15894 16638 17396 18261 19072 19910 20881 21865 22916 24046
School Secretary II 7.0 05 11.28 11.76 12.51 13.11 13.67 14.32 14.96 15.67 16.38 17.15 17.99 18.89
(3) Ten month 15792 16464 17514 18354 19138 20048 20944 21938 22932 24010 25186 26446
(4) Eleven month 17371 18110 19265 20189 21052 22053 23038 24132 25225 26411 27705 29091
(5) Hrelve month 20688 21568 22943 24044 25071 26263 27437 28739 30041 31453 32994 34644
(4) School Registrar 7.0 05 11.28 11.76 12.51 13.11 13.67 14.32 14.96 15.67 16.38 17.15 17.99 18.89
17371 18110 19265 20189 21052 22053 23038 24132 25225 26411 27705 29091
(3) Key Punch Tabulator Op 7.0 06 11.76 12.36 13.11 13.67 14.32 14.96 15.67 16.38 17.15 17.% 18.85 19.79
(4) School Business Manager 16464 17304 18354 19138 20048 20944 21938 22932 24010 25144 26390 27706
(3) Data Processing Tech 7.0 08 12.% 13.56 14.32 14.96 15.67 16.38 17.15 17.99 18.84 19.73 20.71 21.75
18144 18984 20048 20944 21938 22932 24010 25186 26376 27622 28994 30450
(1) These estimated annual salaries are based on 200 vrork days to be scheduled by the Board of Education, 3 1/2 hours per day, 700 wjrking 
hours per year.
(2) These estimated annual salaries are based on 7 hours per day for 190 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education, 1330 working 
hours per year.
(3) These estimated annual .salaries are based on 200 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education, 7 hours per day, 1400 working 
hours per year.
(4) These estimated annual salaries are based on 220 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education, 7 hours per day, 1540 working 
hours per year.
(5) These estimated annual salaries are based on 262 work days to be scheduled by the Board of Education, 7 hours per day, 1340 working 
hours per year.
(6) Eligible employees who have been paid at Step W6-Z6 for four (4) years subsequent to July 1, 1990, will advance to the maximm (MAX) salary step.
NDTE:
1. Personnel on this salary scale are hourly employees and are paid on the basis of actual hours worked. The estimated annual salary is 
for information only. The work hours shcwi do not include a thirty (30) minute lunch period.
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CENTRAL OFFICE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools 
July 1, 1991 - June 30, 1992
TABLE 700
Classification
Hours 
per wrk 
week
Grade
Step
A7
Step
B7
Step
C7
Step
D7
Step
E7
Step 
F7
Step
G/H/
I/J7
Step
K/L/
M/N7
Step
0/P/
Q/R7
Step
S/T/
U/V7
Step
w/x/
Y/Z7
Step
MAX
Clerk I 09 8.93 9.18 9.65 10.17 10.62 11.10 11.55 12.11 12.62 13.21 13.83 14.52
Clerk Typist I 37 1/2 17547 18039 18962 19984 20868 21812 22696 23796 24798 25958 27176 28532
Group Activity Assistant 
Teen Parenting Day Care 
Program Assistant
40 18717 19241 20226 21316 22260 23266 24209 25383 26452 27688 28988 30434
Audiovisual Supply Clerk 11 9.56 10.03 10.62 11.10 11.55 12.11 12.62 13.21 13.90 14.52 15.23 16.00
Bindery Worker I 37 1/2 18785 19709 20868 21812 22696 23796 24798 25958 27314 28532 29927 31440
Clerk II 40 20038 21023 22260 23266 24209 25383 26452 27688 29134 30434 31922 33536
Clerk Steno I 
Clerk Typist II 
Data Entry Operator I 
Employee Services Clerk I 
Film Inspector/Packer 
Mail Clerk 
Print Shop Helper 
Security Monitor/Dispatcher 
Test Development Technician
Data Processing Control Clerk 12 10.03 10.49 11.10 11.55 12.11 12.62 13.21 13.90 14.51 15.18 15.95 16.75
Film Scheduling Clerk 37 1/2 19709 20613 21812 22696 23796 24798 25958 27314 28512 29829 31342 32914
40 21023 21987 23266 24209 25383 26452 27688 29134 30413 31817 33431 35108
Account Clerk I 13 10.49 10.92 11.55 12.11 12.62 13.21 13.90 14.51 15.22 15.95 16.73 17.56
American Indian Ed. Assistant 37 1/2 20613 21458 226% 23796 24798 25958 27314 28512 29907 31342 32874 34505
Clerk Steno II 40 21987 22888 24209 25383 26452 27688 29134 30413 31901 33431 35066 36806
Clerk Typist III
finployee Services Clerk II
Film Library Assistant
Inventory Control Clerk
Library Assistant
Payroll Clerk I
Personnel Clerk I
Press Operator I
Preview Film Librarian
Purchasing Clerk I
Radio Dispatcher I
Scanner Operator
School Boundaries Control Clk
Secretary I
Stock Control Clerk
Bindery Wbrker II 14 10.92 11.44 12.11 12.62 13.21 13.90 14.51 15.22 15.95 16.70 17.50 18.38
Data Entry Operator II 37 1/2 21458 22480 237% 24798 25958 27314 28512 29907 31342 32816 34388 36117
Payroll & Special Reports 40 22888 23978 25383 26452 27688 29134 30413 31901 33431 35003 36680 38524
Clerk I
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CENTRAL OFFICE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools 
July 1, 1991 - June 30, 1992
TABLE 700
Classification
Hours 
per wrk 
week
Grade
Step
A7
Step
B7
Step
C7
Step
D7
Step
E7
Step
F7
Step
C/H/
I/J7
Step
K/L/
M/N7
Step
0/P/
Q/R7
Step
S/T/
U/V7
Step
W/X/
Y/Z7
Step
MAX
Account Qerk II 15 11.44 12.01 12.62 13.21 13.90 14.51 15.22 15.95 16.76 17.55 18.42 19.35
Clerk Steno III 37 1/2 22480 23600 24798 25958 27314 28512 29907 31342 32933 34486 36195 38023
Commodities Control Qerk 40 23978 25173 26452 27688 29134 30413 31901 33431 35129 36785 38608 40558
Enrollment Qerk 
Payroll Clerk II 
Payroll and Special Reports 
Clerk II
Personnel Clerk II
Pupil Accounting Control Clerk
Purchasing Qerk II
Radio Dispatcher
Secretary II
Senior Stock Control Qerk 
Statistical Qerk 
Tape Librarian - EAM/CMl 
Operator
Display Technician 16 11.99 12.51 13.21 13.90 14.51 15.22 15.95 16.76 17.53 18.34 19.22 20.18
Graphic Artist I 37 1/2 23560 24582 25958 27314 28512 29907 31342 32933 34446 36038 37767 39654
Head toil Qerk 40 25131 26221 27688 29134 30413 31901 33431 35129 36743 38441 40285 42297
Instr. Resource Technician 
Instrumental Misic Technician 
Press Operator II 
Systems Network Control Clerk 
Television Production 
Technician I
Television Studio Technician 
Transportation Technician
Account Qerk III 17 12.51 13.08 13.90 14.51 15.22 15.95 16.76 17.53 18.40 19.26 20.21 21.22
Cafeteria Accounting Tech. 37 1/2 24582 25702 27314 28512 29907 31342 32933 34446 36156 37846 39713 41697
Chap.I - Statistical Tech. 40 26221 27416 29134 30413 31901 33431 35129 36743 38566 40369 42360 44477
Composition Technician 
Computer Operator/
Instr. Data Systems 
Employee Services Clerk III 
Head Start Prog. Technician 
Psychometric Qerk 
Purchasing Assistant, 
Records Control 
Secretary III
Coordinator, After School 18 13.08 13.74 14.51 15.22 15.95 16.76 17.53 18.40 19.23 20.16 21.13 22.19
Care Program 37 1/2 25702 26999 28512 29907 31342 32933 34446 36156 37787 39614 41520 43603
Coordinator, American Indian 40 27416 28799 30413 31901 33431 35129 36743 38566 40306 42255 44288 46510
Education Program 
Coordinator, Before & After 
School Care
Coordinator, Teen Parenting 
Day Care Program 
Film Librarian 
Graphic Artist II 
Photographer 
Press Operator III 
Television Production 
Technician II
Administrative Secretary I 19 13.74 14.39 15.22 15.95 16.76 17.53 18.40 19.23 20.19 21.15 22.20 23.31
Architect Engineering Tech. I 37 1/2 26999 28276 29907 31342 32933 34446 36156 37787 39673 41560 43623 45804
Assistant Payroll Officer 40 28799 30161 31901 33431 35129 36743 38566 40306 42318 44330 46531 48858
Computer Operator I 
Offset Cameraman & Stripper 
Outreach Caseworker 
Property/Equipment Auditor 
Records Technician 
Security Investigator/ 
Counselor (A)
Youth Employment Pro. Spec.
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CENTRAL OFFICE PAY TABLE
Prince George's County Public Schools 
July 1, 1991 - June 30, 1992 
TABLE 700
Classification
Hours 
per wrk 
week
Grade
Step
A7
Step
B7
Step
C7
Step
D7
Step
E7
Step
F7
Step
G/H/
I/J7
Step
K/L/
M/N7
Step 
O/P / 
Q/R7
Step
s m
U/V7
Step
w /x /
Y/Z7
Step
MAX
Head Start 20 14.37 15.09 15.95 16.76 17.53 18.40 19.23 20.19 21.12 22.11 23.17 24.33
Nurses (B) 37 1/2 
40
28237
30120
29652
31629
31342
33431
32933
35129
34446
36743
36156
38566
37787
40306
39673
42318
41501
44268
43446
46343
45529
48564
47808
509%
Administrative Secretary II 21 15.09 15.78 16.76 17.53 18.40 19.23 20.19 21.12 22.16 23.18 24.34 25.56
Architect Engineering Tech. II 37 1/2 29652 31008 32933 34446 36156 37787 39673 41501 43544 45549 47828 50225
Buyer I
Ccmiuter Operator II 
Construction Technician 
Control Specialist 
Graphic Artist III 
library Associate 
Science Center Technician
40 31629 33075 35129 36743 38566 40306 42318 44268 46447 48585 51017 53574
NOTE:
1. Personnel an this salary scale are hourly employees and are paid for actual hours Marked. Estimated annual salary is provided for information 
only. Wbrk hours do not include 30 minute lunch period.
(A) Selected employees serve 200 work days per year, 8 hours per day. Only the hourly rate applies.
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This Contract contains the final and entire Contract between the parties hereto and they shall not be bound by any terms, conditions, statements > 
or representations, oral or written, not herein contained.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands and seals this 24th day of May, 1990.
Board of Education of Prince George’s County: 
Negotiating Team:
Judith Sheehan' Legislative Officer
This Contract contains the final and entire Contract between the parties hereto and they shall not be bound by any terms, conditions, statements 
or representations, oral or written, not herein contained.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands and seals this 24th day of May, 1990.
Association of Classified Employees/AFSCME, t  
Local 2250, AFL-CIO:
43
This Contract was Printed by 
Unit Members of 
ACE/AFSCME, Local 2250
Association of Classified Employees, 
American Federation of State, County 
and Municipal Employees 
Local 2250, AFL CIO 
Forestville, Maryland 20747
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